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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 27, 1946

Benefit Soldier's Bride And Baby Come
hall Event
4 000 Miles To Live In Princeton
heduled Tonight
Other

Idlers, With Girl
'tcher, Returning For
ond Double-Header
Ith All-SticifS -

V-

-first lame will start at
o'clock, with the following
up for Princeton: L. Hobby,
base; Dewey Heaton, second
; B. H. Cunningham, third
; "Tib" Lewis, short-stop;
Holmes, right field; Bayless
gton. center field; McCal(By Edw. F. Blackburn)
, left field; J. Patterson,
Four thousand miles is quite
r; Fred Kenneday, pitcher. a long trip and likely to
wear
second game will have the one down, but not five-mon
ths' Princeton players in old
Marie
Kalch, Baldwin
line-up: W. Chambers, first Avenue.
; Howard York, second base;
She took it all in her basket.
Cunningham, third base;
It was a very special basket,
short-stop;
Newby,
Clyde
•
hand woven by tbe grandfather
right field; Bayless she left in Holland.
ington, center field; R. J.
Conscription must be in a
left field; R. C. Chambers, pretty bad way when it starts
er; Sam Chambers, pitcher. "robbing the cradle." Anyway,
bstitutes for both games will
Jack Nichols, Akers and R.
. Arnold Anderson will
umpire.
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' Pitcher Performs Well
Fails To Last
te; Akers Winner
tun's All-Star softballers
a double-header with a
p Campbell team at Butler
.urn last Thursday night and
slightly more than $100
the Caldwell Memorial Hos: fund, Mark Cunningham
fled for the sponsoring Roe first game of the twin
was greatly marred by fret squabbles over minor de• of the umpires, the sold-lopping play every few
to argue, altho ahead
• top-heavy score until thp
stages of the game, which
lease turn to page four)

mberland And
sons On Top
Get Revenge
n Kiwanis Team With
-0 Victory
torians

Horse Show Boxes
Placed On Sale

Prominent Stables Notify
Chairman Entries Are
Coming Here
Box
seats for Princeton's
Third Annual Horse Show can
be reserved now, Saul Pogrotsky, chairman for ticket sales,
said Tuesday. The tickets, ordered from a specialty concern,
pave not arrived yet but reservations will be accepted for patons who wish to hold the same
boxes they have had in previous
years, Mr. Pogrotsky said
Boxes will sell for $12, including tax, for the three nights of
the show,each box containing
four chairs. Reserved seats will
sell at $1 and general admission
will be 50 cents, the chairman
said, plus federal tax.
Prospects are bright for numerous entries of fine saddle and
walking horses, W. C. Sparks,
general Horse Show chairman,
said this week, with prominent
stables in southern Illinois, Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas and
Kentucky already having signified they will be represented at
the Princeton show.

e Cumberland and Masons
continued undefeated in
anis-sponsored Softball Lea- Stores Will Be Closed
games played last Friday
Here All Day July 4
Tuesday night of this week,
Most Princeton stores will be
Cherry's hard luck squad
two more lickings, to re- closed all day Thursday, July 4,
it was announced Tuesday by
in the cellar.
president of the
ay, June 21, the Masons N. B. Cameron,
from Cherry's, 15 to 8, and Retail Merchants Association.
's recruited youngsters de• the Kiwanis Old Men. Shotgun Accident
O.
-Victim Dies Here
ay night's results: HosEarl Douglas Duncan, 24, KutMill, 22; Cherry's, 17; and
Route 1, died at Princeton
tawa,
berland 13, Rotary 9.
Hospital
at 11:40 o'clock Friday
next round of play, schefrom an accidental gunFriday night, June 28, night
see the Kiwanis and Masons shot wound in the chest, hospiin the first game, and the tal authorities reported Wednesday. He was rabbit hunting in
versus the Kentucky
Whip
llar nine in the nightcap. the woods near his home when
the accident occurred late Friday afternoon, June 21. Duncan
Revival Still In
had been farming since his discharge from the service.
ress On N.

Donivan

revival at the gospel tent
• Donivan street with
Rev.
Blackford, sponsor, is still
Ogress. Full gospel preachby
Evangelist Nettie Tubbs
cred nightly at 7:30
o'clock,
Special singing by Helen
C, Herrin, Ill. The public
vited,
Severely Burned
C, infant
son of Mr. and
Jack Henry,
Locust street,
severly burned on the
leg and back
when his
brother, Charles William,
a hot water
faucet on
hile taking a
bath Monday.
ondition was reported starY Wednesday
morning.
Jacob Out
h L.
Jacob, SIC, RIR Of
Ruth Jacob, Shepherds*
has been discharged from
svY at the Naval Air TechTraining Center, Memphis,
tater 30 months'
service.

Four Churches To Vinson Takes Oath As
Join For Night
13th Chief Justice
Union Services
Congregations Will Worship Together During
July And August, Ministers Announce

Vaughn, WAC, a
'• a girl. pitcher, w h o
a big ernwd here last
will Pitch the first five
• criefit double-head-.
' played-at-Butler Statonight. June 27, between
camp Campbell team and
All-Star teams selected from
• ton's Softball League, it
announced this week by
Cummins, acting for the
Lodge:. sponsor of the
All proceeds will go for
Caldwell County Memorial

Below-Average Pig
Crop Is Forecast
Washington, (A')-An official
forecast of a below -average fall
pig crop foreshadowed a smaller supply of pork for American
consumers during the late winter, spring and summer of 1947
than food officials have been
predicting.
The Agriculture Department
reported that farmers' hog breeding intentions as of June 1, indicated a fall pig crop of 29,100.000 head, or 2,400,000 short
of a goal set by Secretary of
Agriculture Anderson

Two Get Discharges
At Great Lakes, Ill.

Charles R. Guess, SC3c, W.
Market street, and Morris S.
Prince, Slc, Madisonville street,
were among Kentucky men honorably discharged tram the naval
service at Great Lakes, Ill, last
week.

During the months of July
and August, member churches of
the Princeton Ministerial Association will sponsor union Sunday night --services beginning
Sunday, July 7.
Participating churches will be
the First Christian, Cumberland
Presbyterian, Central Presbyterian and Ogden Memorial Methodist.
Each service will begin at 7:30
o'clock and will run 50 minutes,
with special music furnished by
the host church. Sermons will
be preached by ministers of the
hes in regular rotation.
ring the same period, youth
organizations of the participating churches will hold union
Sunday night meetings with the
host groups in charge of programs. Each youth service will
begin at 6:30 o'clock in the
church where the union service
is being held.
The schedule of places and
preachers is as follows: July 7,
Rev. Tom W. Collins, preacher;
at Central Presbyterian Church;
July 14, Rev. G. Donal Wilmoth,
preacher; Christian Church; July
21, Rev. J. P. Brite, preacher;
Ogden Memorial
Methodist
Church; July 28, Rev. J. Lester
McGee, preacher; Cumberland
Presbyterian Church; Aug. 4,
Rev. Tom Collins, preacher;
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church; Aug. 11, Rev. G. Donal
Wilmoth, preacher; Ogden Memorial Methodist Church; Aug.
18, Rev. J. P. Brite, preacher;
Christian Church; Aug. 25, Rev.
J. Lester McGee, preacher; Central Presbyterian Church.
The public is invited to attend these services.

ch;

Marie's basket was tagged U. S.
Army. Whether she is a WAVE
or WAC was not disclosed on
her tag.
Marie and her mother, Mrs.
Steve Louis Kalch, arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Dukch Sunday, June 16. Mrs.
Kalch was formerly Miss Katrina
Idema, of Heerlen, Holland.
Cpl. Steve L. Kalch, U. S.
Army, didn't exactly save Katrina's life and then marry her,

$34,000 Donated For
New Kentucky Park
Morehead After,
meeting with campaign represetatives, Hubert Counts,
Olive Hill, announced Tuesday $34,000 had been contributed toward a Rowan
and Carter County goal of
$40,000 to purchase the Carter
Caves property, near Grayson, for use as a State Park.
Counts, cochairman of the
two-county State-park committee, said the group hoped
to reach the goal by July
1, and to present deeds to
the State Park Commission
by that date.

Shortages Delay
Rural Power lines
65 Miles Of Electric
Wires Assured When
Materials Are Available
Prospects for building R.E.A.
lines in Caldwell county, other
than a few very short extensions,
before late fall or the first of
the year are very remote, according to statements of Howard
Wiggins, manager of the Pennyrile Rural Electric Cooperative,
and R. S. Gregory, manager of
the Kentucky Utilities office
here. Inability to get poles, con
ductors, and other essential materials in quantity will delay
this service for some months,
they said.
Mr. Gregory said the Kentucky Utility Co. would build short
extensions as rapidly as materials are available and lines will
be extended to rural neighborhoods at the earliest possible
date.
Mr. Wiggins said his agency
hopes to build the 45 miles of
line signed with the cooperative
before the rainy season this fall.
This will depend on materials.
County Agent J. F. Graham
said construction of approximately 65 miles of rural line is as.
sured as soon as materials are
available, and it is expected
many more miles of line will be
sought by rural families after
construction gets underway.

Cliff Cox New Steward
At Country Club Here
Cliff Cox, Hopkinsville, has
been made steward at the
Princeton Country Club for the
summer months, and began his
duties Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs.
Cox will live at the old clubhouse this summer.

Beulah Hill Baptists To
Have All-Day Benefit
There will be an allday service and dinner on the ground
Sunday, June 30, at Beulah Hill
Baptist Church, it was announced this week by the pastor, the
Rev. L. L. Terrell. Proceeds will
go for a new church building.
The Scott Quartet will sing, and
the public is cordially invited.

according to the rules of a certain type of popular romance,
but he was with the 2nd Armored Division when it drove the
Germans frorh Heerlen, a fact
which Katrina doesn't forget to
mention.
Heerlen, Holland is near the
boundary of western Germany
and about 49 miles from Aachen
and the Ardennes Forest, where
the Germans launched their last
(Please turn to back page)
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Washington, (JP)-Fred M. Vinson, 56-year-old Kentuckian, became the 13th chief justice of
the United States Monday.
President Truman voiced confidence that respect for the Supreme Court "will be enhanced"
by the leadership of the former
secretary of the treasury, in a
speech during impressive swearing-in ceremonies on the White
House portico.
Members of the court, including Justice Hugo M. Black target
of a recent attack by his associate, Justice Robert H. Jackson,
were grouped around their new
presiding officer as he took the
oath of office.
Thousands watched the ceremony from the sun-bathed lawn
FRED M. VINSON
to the rear of the mansion.
In solemn tones, Vinson, de- for Mr. Vinson,"
and added, "I
clared "I do, so help me God,". hope it is."
in *king each of the customary
The entire ceremony lasted
two oaths.
nine minutes. Before Vinson, atPresident Truman declared
that Vinson's appointment as the tired in a dark blue suit, step13th chief justice was "lucky ped out on the portico to be
for the United States and lucky sworn in, a navy band played.

Kentucky Having Too
Many Auto Accidents
Frankfort -(A))- Citing
Kentucky's appalling record
of traffic fatilities, State
Revenue Commissioner Orville M. Howard this week
urged that every citizen demand enforcement of the
highway laws.
The commissioner told a
gathering of his department's
field representatives that in
1941, the peak year for traffic accidents, the Bluegrass
State had 20.2 deaths each
100,000 vehicle miles.
The national average for
that year, the last one before
wartime gasoline rationing,
was 11.8.

No Draft After
Sept. 1, Belief
Army Will Call No Men
In July, August; Pay
Increase 50 Percent

Voters' Lethargy
Major Problem Of
W. Ky. Democrats
Brown, Helm And Ardery
Seen As Chief Contenders For Senatorial
Nomination
(By G. M. P.)
With
Democratic senatorial
candidates Blakey Helm and
Philip Ardery visiting- the -Gib-raltar district last weekend, and
Tom Logan announcing his
headquarters at Madisonville is
open with Jodie Adcock, circuit
court clerk, as chairman, politics warmed up a little in western Kentucky, . . but nothing
like enough heat has been engendered to excite the rank and
file.
Young Lieut. Colonel Ardery
urged listeners of WPAD last
Saturday to be wary "of nominating a man who cannot beat
Judge John S. Cooper, sure to
receive the Republican nomination, in the general election, in
November.
This week the Secretary of
State for Kentucky, Charles K.
O'Connell, is preparing to make
his official certification to county
court clerks of names to appear
on the August 3 primary ballots,
for both Democratic and Republican voters to select their nominees for the United States Senate and the nine members of
the House of Representatives.
After these certifications have
been completed and received by
the county court clerks, withdrawals will be possible only in
the interim which lies between
that date and actual printing of
the ballots, County Clerk Philip
Stevens said here this week.
Rumors were numerous at
Louisville, Frankfort and Lexington last weekend that several
of the nine men who have filed
for the Democratic Senate contest were considering dropping
out, but up to Wednesday morning rus format withdrawal had
been made.
As this is written, it appears
certain the race lies between
John Y. Brown, stormy petrel
of his party's politics in Kentucky the last 10 years and three
times beaten for major offices
he has sought; Blakey Helm,
Louisville, veteran of two World
Wars and a prominent attorney,
for whom a rapidly growing fol(Please turn to page four)

Washington, (A')- With word
from the Army that it will draft
nobody in July and August, the
House Tuesday passed final bills
continuing the draft act and
raising the pay of servicemen.
The draft extender, replacing
a stopgap act expiring at midnight Sunday, permits induction
Ten More Will Begin
Of 19-year-olds but prohibits
drafting of 18-year-olds. It lim8-Month Terms
its compulsory service of inJuly 15
ductees to 18 months, prohibits
Thirteen rural schools in the
drafting of fathers, fixes size of
county will open Monday, July
the armed forces and requires
discharge, at their request, of
1, it was annesusced Tuesday by,
FOOD FOR DUCKS ON
fathers in service August 1.
Supt. Edward F. Blackburn. The
The pay raises range from 50
next group, about 10 schools, KENTUCKY LAKE IS
percent for ,privates and apprenwill open July 15.
PLANNED BY STATE
tice seamen to 10. percent for
Schools and their teachers are:
Frankfort-(R)--Earl Wallace, Presbyterians Join
With five-star generals and admirals.
Blue
Springs, Mrs. Herman director of the Game and
Fish
Both measures were sent to
First Christians To
P'Poole; Cave Creek, Mrs. Flora Division, said Tuesday he will
the Senate, where similar speedy
Creekmur; Liberty, Mrs. Wilma meet TVA representatives at
Greet Newcomer
action is expected, dispatching
Sigler; Kenneday, J. M. Mason; Mayfield Friday
to
discuss
Rev. Tom Collins began his them to President Truman for
Bethany, Mrs. Cecil Sigler; Briar- plausibility of planting aquatic
ministry last Sunday. One hun- signing.
field, Mrs. Mina K. Thomason; food vegetation for ducks on the
dred forty-six attended Sunday
Disclosure that the Army will
Quinn, Vera Drennan; Good west side of Kentucky Lake,
School and the church was well mike no Selective Service• calls
Springs, Mrs. Alcie Dalton.
near Gilbertsville.
filled at the morning worship during July and August came
Sugar Creek, Mrs. Guy Smith;
Wallace said the TVA has hour. The congregation
of the from Rep. Thomason (D.-Tex.)
Farmersville, Mrs. J. W. Mc- proposed burning all plant life
Central Presbyterian
Church during the one hour of debate.
Chesney; Enon, A. M. Calvert; on that side of the lake to carry
honored the new minister at
The Texan, member of the
Hawridge, Mrs. Belle Calvert; out its mosquito control project.
night services.
military committee, read a letLewistown, Louise Francis and
If TVA persists in that view,
Nine conference delegates ter from Secretary of War PatMrs. Gladys Oates.
Wallace said, he will attempt made
reports of their experience terson saying Patterson and Gen:
to obtain an agreement from to
Entertainment July 13
an enthusiastic group of Dwight D. Eisenhower piTefer a
TVA not to burn the duck-food
Elks To Hold Annual
C. Y. F. members who met at volunteer Army and wish to
To
Be Given In Main
plants.
6:30 o'clock.
avoid drafting men if possible.
Picnic Next Thursday
Business
Block
All persons who have no
"It is my conviction," ThomaThe Princeton Elks will hold Fredonia Quarries Co.
A public street dance, in honchurch home are invited to come son said, that "not a single man
their annual Fourth of July all- Revises Its Charter
or of all returned Caldwell
worship with this congregation, will be drafted after September
day picnic in Satterfield Bottoms
county veterans Saturday night,
Frankfort, June 24-(JP)-The Mr. Collins said,
1.
.
and visitors
next Thursday it was announced charter of Fredonia Valley QuarJuly 13, will be sponsored by
are always welcome. All serHe added that pay increases the Ray-Crider-McNabb Post,
Tuesday. All members are invit- ries, Fredonia, was revised tovices will be held at the usual and an intensified enlistment
Veterans of Foreign Wars, proed to attend. Barbecue and soft day to increase its debt limit
hours Sunday, June 30.
campaign should provide the ceeds to go to establishment of
drinks will be served.
from $27,500 to $35,000.
necessary men without resort to a permanent clubhouse for the
the draft. But he cautioned the organization.
Capital Now Offers
law should be kept on the books
Through permission of the
Continuous Shows
as "insurance" against possible City Council the portion of
The Capitol Theater is open
failure of recruiting. •
Main street beginning at the
• .'
every day at 1 o'clock and will
Patterson's letter did not com- Farmers National Bank and
give continuous performances
mit the Navy, but that service ending
at Hollowell's Drug
until 11 o'clock, the new policy
4
has not drafted any men for ,Store will be roped off for the
having started Sunday, June 23,
months and it appeared unlikely occasion, which begins at 8 o'it is announced by T. J. Simclock and ends at midnight.
that it would resume.
mons, manager.
Harmon Morse, chairman of the
homecoming committee, states
B & L Stockholders To
Mrs. Ethel French Is
sale of advance tickets has alNew Arnold's Employe
Get $6,000 Dividend
ready begun and a record crowd
Mrs. Ethel French will be conAbout $6,000 will be distribut- is txpected.
nected with Arnold's here as a
At a recent veterans' meeted to stock-holders of the
saleslady beginning
Monday, Princeton Federal
Savings and ing, Commander James McCasJuly 1, it was announced TuesLoan Association as result of ac- lin urged all members of the
day by Miss Sarah Myers, owntion of the board of directors post to back the initial effort
er. Mrs. French has been a
at its regular semi-annual meet- of the organization to the fullest -e
teacher in the county school
ing last Friday night, when a and extended an invitation to
system the last several years.
21
/
2 percent annual dividend was the general public to take part
declared, payable to all stock- in the festivities.
Smith Scores Best For
Display of medals, souvenirs,
holders of record June 30, 1946.
Locals In Paducah Event
Attending the meeting were Dr. tokens and war trophies brought
Roy Smith, with a score of
home by returned GIs will be,
153, was best of Princeton's W. L. Cash, president, C. M. will
be made in several store
Wood,
secretary-treasu
rer,
J.
L
four entries in the Irvin Cobb
windows prior to the Saturday
Poole,
Robert
U.
Kevil,
Frank
golf tournament played last Satnight celebration. "Such a disurday and Sunday over the G. Wood, H. W. Blades, W. L. play
of cooperation by the merPaxton Park course. Willard Davis, directors.
chants and townspeople has
Moore, U. B. Chambers and Carbeen most
gratifying," Mr,
roll Wadlington did not com- Simmon? Sells Lease On
Morse said, "and we are assured
Theaterk
At Wheatcroft
plete their rounds. Pete Doll,
of a real homecoming party,
Thos. J Simmons has disposed
Louisville, was the winner with
of his lease on the motion pic- comparable to the Tobacco Fes137.
tival Street dance which proved
ture theater
at
Wheatcroft, so popular
with the public."
which
he
has operated the last
Gets Army Discharge
The 'Teen-age Club, Finder
Cpl. Wilson Smith, son of Mr. year, to E. B. Allen, of Owenssupervision of Mrs. Harry B.
and Mrs. Ewin Smith, Stone bdro. Mr. Allen also operates
Long, has charge of advance
street, has been honorably dis- the theater at Clay.
sale of tickets, which may also
charged from the Army at
be purchased from various merCamp Atterbury, Ind. He re- Bob Taylor Is Counselor
chants and members of the VFW.
ceived the Good Conduct medal. At Boy Scout Camp
Bob Taylor, son of Mr. and Discharged
By Navy
Pfc William C. Robinson, son Mrs. Rumsey
Taylor, left MonAudrey L. Adams, Slc, Cobb,
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Robin- day for Hogg
Memorial Scout Route 2, was among
Byron Williams and Capt. Stanley Lee are foaling tile 62- son, Hopkinsville street, is on Camp,
Kentucky
near Owensboro, where men honorably
pound tarpon caught by Mr. Williams at Sarasota, Fla. recently furlough. He will return to Ft. he
discharged from
will serve during the sum- the
naval service at Great Lakes,
while he, his wife and twO daughters were vacationing there.
Riley, Kans. July 5.
mer as a counselor.
Ill, last week.

13 County Schools
Will Open July I

Two Large Crowds
Welcome Minister

BYRON'S 62-POUND TARPON

Thursday,June 17, )9
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Pennyrile Postscripts By G. M.

Bad Publicity Does Disservice
This community was cursed last week
with the worst publicity it has received
in a generation, possible evil effects of
' which were out of all proportion to any
L good which might have resulted.
.o
The poisons generated by evil temper
11
and emotional excesses, from whatever
are difficult to determine; but we
(' cause,
long experience that nothing
of
know
.1
I; good is gained by aligning one group
\ ' of citizens against another in hatred.
Many adults now living in this comN"
p inunity remember .. . and few with
!,f
any degree of pleasure, the bitter hatreds
stirred by the actions hereabouts a little
more than a generation ago of an element which, however well motivated,
, , a4 •
took unto itself regulation of the conduct
of others, over and beyond the law.
f,
v.,..,
Explosions of temper, emotional cytho i clones, needless fear and panic resulted
then in creating—life-long enmities from
which our community never has fully
recovered; and we abhor the thought of
this sort of thing happening again.
By properly ventilating the mind it is
possible to achieve tolerance, poise and

real courage to meet the problems of
the day and carry the burdens of the
hour.
Good citizens, unhappy about the manner or degree of law enforcement in
Princeton and Caldwell county, have the
answer in the rights of the free man
who can express himself at the polls.
This is, after all, the best and most
courageous way in which to regulate the
affairs of the community with fairness
to all citizens and injustice to none in
the process.
The Leader believes there was no basis
in fact for'the bad publicity the community received last week, being convinced the people resident here now prefer that their home place be a peaceloving, law-abiding locality which would
not abide the intolerance of a bygone
era which left us a heritage of strife
within our borders.
There is too much real work ahead,
too mach desire for progress in Princeton and Caldwell county, too much faith
in a brighter and better tomorrow for
us to return to the dark and sinister
doings of yester-year.

OTHER EDITORS SAY

Atomic Age Prophecy?
The United States War Department's
investigation of caves as possible places
of refuge, and perhaps even as sites for
homes and industrial activity in case of
an atomic-bomb war, recalls a book of
the last century by Bulwer-Lytton which
had some weirdly phophetic passages.
It was called "The Coming Race," and
was about a people of the future who had
established a subterranean world of their
own. They had fled there to escape annihilation.
A newly discovered power, called
"Vril," was capable of being used beneficially, for lighting, propelling vehicles.
operating factories, flying, or destructively, since each individual could blast
another to a cinder simply by pointing a
rod at him. Compare it with atomic
energy:
It is capable of being raised and disciplined into the mightiest agency over
all forms of matter, animate or inanimate. It can destroy like a flash of lightning; yet differently applied, it can replenish or invigorate life, heal and preserve. ..
On the report of some observer in an
air-boat, they can estimate unerringly
the nature of intervening obstacles, and

the extent to which the projectile instrument should be charged, so as to reduce
to ashes within a space of time too short
for us to venture to specify it, a capital
twice as vast as London.
Bulwer-Lytton's imaginary world had
almost annihilated itself before the survivors learned that the terrible new power had made war obsolete. All notions
of government by force gradually vanished, he records. Since everyone knew that
by use of the terribly destructive agency,
smaller States were as strong as the
larger ones, the necessity for self-preservation disappeared. Moreover, no State
found any advantage in attempts at aggrandizement.
Atomic energy today is not as far advanced as Efulwer-Lytton's "Vril." Very
few nations have the facilities for producing the weapons which descended on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It is quite
possible, however, that discoveries and
development will give small nations power to wreck large ones. Will it not then
be obvious that war could result in mutual
annihilation? And with this as a deterrent, could not the nations see the necessity of collective security? (Christian
Science Monitor)

Princeton's Thir d Annual
Horse Show souvenir program
book is starting to press this
week and will be ready for distribution July 15, on schedule.
Produced largely with advertising bought by local firms, the
book is intended to be good
promotion for this community.
Last year's souvenir program
was in strong demand by persons living in eight states,,once
it started moving through the
*

"You must Seek membership in a political party. You must be active in that
I party. You must take part in governing
through the expression of your opinion
by vote and voice." It was Navy Secrei tary Forrestal speaking to Williams College graduates. He urged them to be
'
active in helping to develop the future
• course of national affairs.
To be a factor in the politicaj life of
the community one must be willing to
make sacrifices involved in holding offices. He must be willing to work at a
reduced salary—for the pay in many offices is below that offered in businesa,
either from salary or his investment in
and operation of business.
One need nOt expect to gain riches in
politics and honestly discharge the duties
of his position, but he may count on living comfortably.
' Public officers are being paid much
better now than even a generation or
less time ago. But after the advances
Wef' the pay* is not equal to the demands on
of ability.
so - men
Politics should engage the attention
of the best men in each community, For
is honorable work. It has to do
See polftics
with operating the governmental machto the bottom. It
tor: inery from the tophigh
caliber, of undemands men of
reputation, men who having
blemished
•Tr
, entered politics from a sense of duty refuse to be lured to do other than main•C
tain the proper standard the public has
Gr
a right to expect of them.
To be servants not masters of those
who elect them is the proper attitude to
take and hold. It will send the official
into retirement without regret.
A survey of the salary scale of officials
here is enlightening, and the more reTwo
vealing when we note the sliding upward
scale, which in a few years has made
or fr
possible the 'establishment and maintenance of homes of which the wives and
children of officials may be proud. That
was not possible before the public agreed
that their hired men and women dewy-

ed and earned more pay.
To expect the degree of efficiency now
being received from those who work for
the city of Owensboro was a vain expectation a few decades back. The appearance of its salaried people is now
more impreSsive. It gives strangers a
better appreciation of the community.
But to scale down the pay and ask that
employes keep themselves well clothed,
and live as they are entitled to, is a
mistake.
Secretary of the Navy Forrestal's recommendations to college graduates as
to their part in politics is the kind of
advice young people should hear and
heed everywhere. They cannot look toward the promotion of high idealism in
politics unless they invest their own
ideals.
And the public that insists on being
represented in all phases of government
by men of ability and probity, and then
offers them niggardly pay for their services, is being false to its own hopes.
The time may come when public servants are paid according to their training. Partially it has been realized. But
many years will pass before the full measure is attained. Yes, politics is among
the important businesses in life. Every
individual should be a politician.
(Owensboro Messenger)
*

*

*

About 80 percent of the people of China
are farmers. It is estimated that only 12
percent live in towns and cities.
One of the oldest iron industries in the
world is in Shansi.
The Great Wall of China winds for 1,400 miles over mountain, valley and river.
It has an average height of 20 feet and its
top forms a roadway 13 feet wide. It was
built about 228-210 B. C.
The northwest portion of Outer Mongolia, a Soviet protectorate, has a population density of only 1 per square mile.
Vast stretches are desert.
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Major Gen. Allen Gullion, 65,
who was commandant of the
cadet batallion at U. K. when
Coney Lowry and this reporter
drilled in that outfit, died of
it heart attack while listening to
the Louis-Conn fight broadcast
last week. He had been adjutant
general and provost marshall
general of the army, was a West
Pointer, and native of Carroll
county, Kentucky. A grand fighting man, splendid gentleman.
*
*
*
Dr. Amos was so proud of
'that 4-pound bass he caught recently he said he wouldn't let
anybody else cook it except his
"cook with the B.S. degree".
*
*
*
And
William Carey
then
Henry, who works at Joiner's,
took a bass weighing 8 pounds
to Doe's house to show him. Doc
said Bill's fish wasn't any longer than his . . . but a lot bigger around.
*
*
*
Doc Jaggers showed the Ki-

Cabinet Member Urges
Interest In Politics
I

*

the Hopkinsville and Dawson
roads you can hear them 'most
any evening along about dusk.
*
*
*
In today's editorial column appears an editorial from the
Owensboro Messenger about men
in public office and why they
do not serve to better purpose.
Our system is bad, from the
small town up, in that jobs do
not pay in proportion to responsibilities their holders are called upon to shoulder.
*
*
•

Washington Daybook

By Rowland Evans, Jr.
Washington — DecentralizaN.
tion, keynote of Gen. Omar
Bradley's ambitions for the Veterans Administration has already
gone far in VA activities.
Prior to Bradley's appointment as veterans administrator,
all veterans affairs were handled from' the central office in
It took the Rotarians quite a
Washington and its New York
while to get their revenge on
branch. Insurance, death penthe Kiwanians . . . but when
sions, education and other matoffice
they did win a softball game
Bubs, Jackie, Ken and cohorts ters flowed to the central
last Friday night, from their are not gonna be softies. Scorn- from 54 regional VA offices.
"old" rivals, they really rubbed ing softball, now popular here
Soon after V-E day it became
apparent the central office could
it in! 'Score, Rotary 24; Ki- with their adults, they organized
huge amount of
wanis, 0.
a "hard ball" team last week, not handle the
*
*
*
to keep up to
necessary
work
game.
first
their
won
to the milobligations
VA's
No hole in one has been scordate
*
*
*
lions of World War II veterans.
ed at the local golf course in
You have to get your money
First move by Gen. Bradley
some time but one day recently,
Gordon Glenn made a 2 on No. the best way you can, but there and his coordinators was to es1, his iron approach shot drop- are plenty of kind-hearted fel- tablish 13 branch offices. The
of branch 'offices have the same
ping in the cup. Attested by lows who take any amount
pains to spend it for you. (Cyn- jurisdiction over their respecEddie Neal.
*
*
*
thiana Democrat)
tive territories as the central of4*fice previously exercised over the
Former -service men, now_rnem—....
Contributed wisecracks: When whole country.
bers of the local golf cluboilltrido.
The central office eventufair to crowd the old timers a girl keeps a fellow waiting
who have been the top flight it's usually just a little wile ally will become a policy-making
performers for Princeton the . . It's foolish to throw kisses focal point for the branch offices.
Sore subject with many vetat a girl who isn't a good catch
last last several years. Howard
McGough had a' par 9 holes last . . . Hell hath no fury like a erans is the way their insurance
love matters have been handled by
corned . . . All
woman
week and Edwin Jacobs had a
knots should be tied with a VA. Decentralizing the VA in38 Sunda/.
*
*
girl is surance setup is 'expected to
*
single beau . . . Any
Granny's pet skunk, is attract- sweet enough to eat, as any man cure any inefficiency.
Instead of premium notices
ing attention at the hotel. The who has taken one to a restauinfant is to be de-odorized, Gran- rant knows . . . It's funny how being mailed out from New
York for the central office,
ny says, to make him nicer to a new dress can make one girl
look slim and other girls look they will be handled from the
have around.
*
*
*
'round. It's more pleasant to branch offices. Likewise, premCaldwell county still has a hear the low-down on people iums will be paid to the branch
office having jurisdiction. Algood many whip-poor-wills. Out when it's high praise . ..

wanians a picture of some big
fish like they catch in Canada,
which came along with an invitation to visit that great fishing place this summer . . and
now Hylo is unhappy, having already spent his vacation in
Florida.
*
*
*

Ag
Colum

ready, two branch
offices
ton and St. Louis)
have
equipped with the ne
records and machinery to
die insurance matters
for
erans in those areas.
Another sore point
with
erans who have returned
schools and colleges
and on.
job training programs under
GI Bill of Rights is the
delay
countered in receiving their
sist4nce allowance checks,
of liaison between the c
office and regional offices
often to blame.- Now all
tion matters are hand
branch offices, and most
of
latter report
up-to-date
ments of the checks.
Decentralization in the
cal field will give VA closet
trot of the more than 100
hositals. Doctors and nurses
being hired by branch o
and deputy
administrators
able to keep close tab on
medical activities in their
Original plans called for
pletion of the decentral' •
program by February, 1947,
VA officials now say "corn
decentralization" will be elf
by the end of this year,
when the last insurance r
will be transferred from
New York branch of the cen
office to the new branch off.
Duplicate records of every
eran, in the form of a
file, will remain in Wash
*
* *
Glider planes have traveled
record distance of 465 miles
reached an altitude of four
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Milk-Price Advance
All Goes To
IfiY FARMER
AND THEN SOME
The increased price you are now paying for milk is going into the
pocket of the dairy farmer .... In fact we are passing on to him
a greater advance than we are collecting.
We are happy that this long overdue encouragement to the farmer to sustain and increase his production of this vital food has at
last been authorized by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Our farmers have done an outstanding job in spite of acute shortages of feed and labor.
You may be assured that your milk suppliers will continue to employ All their facilities to encourage maximum production of all
dairy products for the people of Princeton.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
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By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics

F. Graham

producers—Inportantl
.weelis column stateSellards, • Aniby Graddy
usbandry Department, ColAgriculture and Home
les.
been announced
has just
Bureau of Animal InS. Department
, of the U.
iculture, that Sodium
is the most effective
yet discovered for reroundworms from swine.
University of Kentucky,
Department,
1 Husbandry
used this treatment and
that it lives up to advance
4*
der experimental condiconsistthe best treatment
feeding pigs for 1 day on a
by
e containing 1 part
(techt of sodium fluoride
grade) and 99 parts by
feed.
t of dry ground
trials to date, administerdrug in feed at a concento
n of 1 percent seemed
some natural protection
t poisoning on account of
ited intake and because
e vomiting that followed
seal overeating.
lieu of fasting animals betreatment, a successful
ed consists in slightly uning the animals on the
fore they are to be treated.
e day of treatment, the
ated feed is given in the
g, regular feed is mixed
whatever amount of medifeed is left, if any, and
nary feeding continued
fter. If the animals re• treatment are unaccusto dry, ground feed, they
intained on nonmedicated
for 1 or 2 days before being
naps of from 2 to 30 anihave been treated successSodium Fluoride is an inirritant and the amount
in treatment appears to
sufficient stimulus to
effective elimination. No
ces of intoxication have
on account of omission
ific purgation.
wing pigs that are subto risks of heavy roundinfestation may be exto device considerable
t from 2 treatments bethey reach marketable
t and age. Treatments at
3 Months of age, and again
to 6 months of age, should
satisfactory.
'urn fluoride is poisonous.
technical grade that is orily available for civilian
it tinted to avoid risk of
ing it with salt, sugar,
other foods. Containers of
fluoride should be conously labeled and stored
of reach of children, housepets, and individuals who
ot familiar with the poisonnature of the chemical."
frtunately, remedies do not
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Soil Building Is
Proven In Mclean
A soil-building program followed by T. H. Leet in McLean
county has increased corn yields
from 30 bushels to 70 bushels to
the acre in 10 years and produced good alfalfa, red clover
and mixed grasses. When County Agent Leary Northington recently tested the soil on the
Leet farm he found it well fortified with lime. Two tons of
limestone to the acre have been
applied twice in 10 years.
Mr. Leet told the county agent
he planned to complete his soilbuilding program by growing
cover crops and spreading phosphate. The farm is upland.
Harry Gatton, Jr., another McLean county farmer, has found a
way to improve production on
overflow bottom land. He applied manure, three tons of
limestone and 500 pounds of
phosphate to the acre and then
sowed alfalfa, clover and grass
mixtures. lie has 25acres of
good red clover to harvest this

Late Potatoes
Early potatoes are how being
dug and an estimate can be
made as to whether there will
be enough to last through the
winter. However, under the
best conditions it is the nature
of the early varieties to start
sprouting soon after Christmas,
and a late crop is needed to fill
in. Here are three possibilities.
Several weeks ago, Green
here,
was named
Mountain
northern growers' surplus now
being offered as tablestock. These
potatoes may be. recognized by
their cream-colored spr out S.
Planting time is until July 4.
Another is the "July potato"
that many farmers use for
planting until July 15. Still another is Irish Cobbler, utilizing
seed that has been held in cold
storage, and planting from July
15 to August 1.
The usually hot dry season
that late potatoes undergo makes season.
Mr. Gatton told County Agent
several special treatments necesNorthington that overflow land
READY FOR JEEP TRIP — Mrs. Mattie Lyons Large Sprouse, 79, and her 18-year-old husband sary. The land should have been should be improved and rotated
Delbert Sprouse, are ready for their 100-mile jeep trip to a Huntington, W. Va., amusement broken before the spring rains with pasture crops, manure appark from Gladys, Ky. It will be the first trip out of Lawrence county for Mrs. Sprouse, a wi- quit, and it should be disked plied and crop residues returned
and dragged three or four times
dow for 17 years before her recent marriage. (AP Wirephoto)
to the soil. He said his net into hold all the moisture possible.
come from pasture would cominches
three
should
Planting
be
Watch For Dudley
pare favorably with the income
Charlottesville, Va., (IF) — Bill deeper than early potatoes and of farmers who grew only corn
placed
be
should
fertilizer
the
Dudley, Virginia's All-American
and soybeans, over a period of
s possible, to put the
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those halfback of 1941, has added as deeply
years.
oist soil. Also, this
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county ,:imost another award to his collection. roots in
Improvement of production on
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twine- He was given a new watch by makes lev cultivation possible,
lowlands in McLean county long
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
weather.
dry
in
an
advant
Pittshas been a problem, according
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- the Dapper Dan Club of
burgh for bringing the most pub- The seed pi s should be some- to Mr. Northington.
'Rafters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
the
for
early
n
larger
what
1942.
4 July 22, 1919. The following and son, Misses Lizzie McLin licity to Pittsburgh during
ould be corked
for the Pitts- crop and the
Princeton people spent Sunday and Ada Higgins and J. R. Wylie. Dudley is a star
ard against T. B. In Poland
a
as
over,
burgh professional Steelers.
at Dawson Springs: Mr. and
Warsaw —(R)— Nearly .20,00
ed out by
moisture being
Mrs. Jas. McLin, Mrs. Elwood - July 29, 1919. Carl Strong, who
the seed people, mostly boys and girls beAugust 19, 1919. Otho Towery, dry soil. Treatme
Davis and sister, Miss Marjorie landed in this country from who landed in this country from for scab, importan
ways, is tween 13 and 18, die monthly o
Forsee, Miss Carrie Pickering, France about three weeks ago, France two weeks ago, has been essential for the late crop, as tuberculosis in Poland.
Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash and was released from service at released from the Army service hot, dry weather promotes scab.
Health authorities said the dis
son, Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. Claud Camp Taylor Saturday and re- and returned home.
These and other details of po- ease was 10 times more prevalen
Parrish, Mr. and Mrs. Robert turned home Saturday afternoon.
tato growing are fully discussed than in 1939. They estimated 1,
Coleman, Miss Edna Eison, Mrs.
August 26, 1919. Mrs. A. K. in Kentucky Extension Circular 200,000 children suffered fro
Will Cummins; Messrs. D. B.
July 29, 1949. Miss Ruby Miller and daughter, Miss Myrl, No. 302, a copy of which may be it. They reported Poland in dire
Osborne, Bert Keeney, Guy Crowe, who is attending the of Tulsa, Okla., are guests of obtained from county agents or need of more sanatoriums, hos
Larkins, John Peters, Henry Business University at Bowling Mrs. Miller's sister, Mrs. Fred from the Experiment Station, pitals and special nurses fo
Towery, L. T. Webster, E. L. Green, came home Friday for a Taylor.
children.
Lexington.
Pickering, Geo. F. Catlett, Floy ten days' visit to her parents
Sons, Carl Winstead and Rex
Farmer.
July 29, 1919. Miss Mable
Hoover is quite ill of typhiod
July 29, 1919. Mr. and Mrs. fever at her home at Scottaburg.
Curtis Mitchell, of Paducah, who
have been spending a few days
July 29, 1919. Mrs. Hugh Goodwith Mrs. Mitchell's parents, Mr. win and children are spending
and Mrs. W. L. Davis, returned the week at Sturgis, the guests of
yesterday,
relatives and friends.

AND
COMFORTABLE

BOX OFFICE I1111
OPEN AT—
CONTINUOUS SHOWS T1L

.4

11:00 P.M.

NOW—You can come anytime

from 1:00 P.M. until 9:00 P.M.
and see a complete show.

NOW SHOWING!
OPEN 1:00 P.M. Features at 1:15 - 3:23 - 5:21 -7:29 - 9:27
IN TECHNICOLOR!

MORE
STARS
THAN IN
HEAVEN...An in one
sensational picture!
•

News From The Past

•
Nging Power s

ALSO—NEWS OF THE WORLD

SATURDAY,JUNE 29 OPEN 10:00 A.M.
Features at 10:15 - 11:56 - 1:37 - 3:18 - 4:59 - 6:30- 8:01 - 9:32

'ADDED! CARTOON — MUSICAL — SERIAL

SUN.& MON.,JUN.30 - JULY 1
OPEN 1:00 P.M.

-.July 29, 1919. The following
Princeton people motored over
to Marion Sunday afternoon for
a few hours visit: J. A. Stegar
and wife, Mrs. William McElroy

July 29, 1919. Eugene Jones
was released from the Navy service at Pittsburg Wednesday and
returned home yesterday afternoon.

prevent the damage to pigs resulting from the migratory habits of roundworm in the early
stages of its development, when
it enters the bloodstream, passing
through the liver, heart and
lungs. The only safe procedure,
therefore, is a program of swine
sanitation, involving the growing of pigs in clean farrowing
houses placed on clean ground."

JULY 29, 1919. Mr. and Mrs.
F. G. Wood have returned from
a three weeks' visit to Chautauqua, N. Y. and Niagra Falls.
August 8, 1919. Mrs. J. F.
Morgan and daughter, Miss Anna
Bell, of St. Louis, are visiting
Mrs. Morgan's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Jones, west of the
city.

Features at 1:15 - 3:15 - 5:12 -7:17 -8:22

Waist a raise?
Who wouldn't?? Sears can't give you
that raise but we can help you to buy more
with the money you have! You save Money on
every single item you buy from Sears' value.
packed catalogs. Certainly, there's nothing to
keep you from having more of the nice things
you've always wanted if you can get them for,
tile same money!

Versatile
Summer
\ Cottons
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CONTE
NOLAN.RICHARD
Added Treats'
COMIC IN COLOR
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUES.& WED., JULY 2-3
OPEN 1:00 P.M.
Whichevie5racie1ict, you're bound to like these grand summer
dresses. Reasonably priced, with comfortable, easy-to-get-into
button fronts, they're tops to work in, shop in, and loaf in
9.85
11,85

Rick-Rack style No. 72 W 1767
Bow-Neck style No. 72 W 10061

Features at 1:50 - 3:45 - 5:40 -7:35 - 9:20

YOUR FAVORITE
COMIC STRIP SLEUTH
COMES TO LIFE!

SPLIT-FACE
IS AFTER
DICK...
but don't
WORRY!

Chambray Shirt

83c
Perfect shirt for youngsters' rough
play and work. Sanforized. In rug,god, washfast blue, chambray. fig
and little boys' sizes.
.83c
14o. 43 W 3911

THE KIND THAT ARE EASY
TO KEEP SPICK AND SPAN
You'll love them, for they're white and wash,
able and won't peel or scuff? Of smooth looking
plastic leathers in roomy pouch, envelope and
shoulder strap styles. Colorful multicolored
fabric ones too, brightly striped or embroi•
dewed! AU are nicely rayon lined and fitted.

PLUS — MUSICAL REVUE — CoMEDY — COMIC IN COLOR

Boys' Tennis Shoos

2.98

COMING! JULY 4 - 5

Heavy canvas uppers, drill lining,
fabric covered counter and insole
protection. Black with brown rub'
bet sole.
29
76 W 9510

OPEN 1:00 P.M. Features at 1:32 - 3:29 - 5:26 -7:23 - 9:20

'Nen% Raincoat and Hat Set, Navy Surplus, No. 41 W 1249.:.1.98
1 95
Sturdy Blue Denim Overall Jacket, No, 51 W 68
Socket Wrench and Tool Set, Craftsman quality. 135 pieces,
05.00
No. 99 WM 435
Craftsman 135 pc. Socket Wrench and Tool Set with Roller Cabinet
114.50
No. 99 WM 436
colorful,Abserbent Linen Scarfing 17in.veld*,No.125W 8191 74c yd.

107 W. Court Sq.

ANNE JEFFREYS • MIKE MAZURKI
Spht.h,
•
TOSA huehprt

Phone 790
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ore Houses Near
6,000 Price level
Goal
s Wyatt'sSteer
Half Of

Overhauling Of
Veterans' Pension
System Approved

Washington —VP)— Overhauling of the veterans' pension system has been recommended by
a special presidential committee
by President
endorsed
and
Truman.
The committee, headed by Dr.
Harold W. Dodds, president of
Princeton university, found that
under the present policy the veteran "receives a premium from
a monetary standpoint, when
his disability is increased." It
declared that this "presents an
almost insurmountable psychological handicap to rehabilitation."
"The present method of financial compensation needs careful reevaluation," the report
continued, "particularly in regard to the wisdom of making
Lump sum settlements in certain
types of cases.
"Compensation for service-connected disabilities must include
not only pensions but opportunities for re-education, retraining, and rehabilitation. It
is recommended that a study of
the entire veterans' pension
program be initiated in the veterans administration."
The President endorsed the
proposed inquiry taut took issue
with another recommendation of
the committee, which he appointed Dec. 12 to study the
medical care provided by various government services and
recommended imporvements.
This was that the Veterans
Administration be authorized to
provide out-patient treatment for
veterans with non-service connected disabilities after they
have been treated in veterans
hospitals.
The committee said the legal
prohibition against out-patient
iollow-up in such cases "amount
in large measure for the inorlong
hospitalization
dinately
period in Veterans Administra•
tion hospitals."
"For example," the report

Hopes To
Building Materials Into
Moderately Priced
Dwellings

Homemakers News
Friendship

by James Street.
One new member was
to the roll during t
ti

The meeting was called to
order by the chairman, Mrs.
Wilburn Crowe. Roll call was
answered by 13 members and
14 visitors were present. A book
review was given by Mrs.
Charles H. Brockmeyer, Jr., on
"The White Tower", by James
Ramsey Ullmon.

Presen
M
Crawford,wie
Albert
lin Ladd, Hay ;
mara
McConnell, Jim ?C
e4
Shoulders L n Sas&
'
Wadlington, Eugene p
K. Crawford,
Lawre:;"
George Martin, Jr.. andRobbie Sinis, Evelyn cri
Jackie Shoulders, Alm Otter Pond
Otter Pond Homemakers club ond Kaye Sims.
met with Mrs. Guy Shoulders
Twin bed sales are n
for its June meeting. The lesson
was a book report given by Miss 50 percent greater tha"
II pi
Robbie Sims on "The Gauntlett", war days.

Washington, (Th—Housing Exediter Wilson W. Wyatt has
rafted 'a new order aimed to
$ ove the cost of new houses
down to the level of veterans'
pocketbooks.
A sharp tightening of Wyatt's
"channeling" regulation, designed to steer at least half the
moderbuilding materials into
ately priced homes, may be ex— Johann
pected shortly, housing officials PW RECAPTURED
Klapper, 49, who escaped from
reported.
work detail,
Its aim is to produce more a MacDill field
found, living
houses closer to the $6,000 price Tampa, Fla., was
(camp store),
vel, by setting lower dividing under the PX
because
Fifteen Army jeeps are loaded aboard an Army
JEEPS LOADED ON TRANSPORT PLANE
ines on houses built to meet He said he escaped
he did not want to return to
C-74 transport plane at Wright Field, Dayton, 0., for flight to Schenectady, N. Y. The 40,000- mininaum FHA standards.
Pound load reported to be the heaviest ever moved by plane. (AP Wirephoto)
Other developments occurred Germany. (AP Wirephoto)
the...national housing agency
as,
noted, "the average hospital survey siruld -14 inane *but thhief labored to jog up the •ird To Be Stuffed,
We have just received a small shipment
time for tonsillectomy in a civi- rected that it wain "until after
mergency housing drive. They ut Not By Cook
lian hospital is two days; in a the Army-Navy merger issues
eluded:
Riverton, Wyo. —(1P)— Lowell
veterans' hospital, eight days." are resolved."
1. Another $10,000,000 was
The Chief Executive's obserThe committee concluded that
Coen, thought the meat shortLouisville--(2)Ralph M. Field, umped into building materials
"thousands of hospital days" vations on the report were male
bottom when
offer of age had hit a new
could be saved if the law were in a letter to Budget Director Chicago, told the Kentucky Seed subsidies, through the
peacock in the bulk
a
found
he
per
$7.50
of
changed to authorize further Harold D. Smith directing him association at its annual meet- premium payments
storage room of his frozen food
treatment after discharge from to transmit it to the agencies ing here last week that relief is thousand board feet for expand- lockers. But an attendant exused
logs,
of
"peeler"
output
ed
other
that
see
to
and
ingredof
concerned
the hospital.
in sight from shortages
plained that the bird wasn't for
Mr. Truman objected that "the recommendations by the com- ients that have forced feed man- n manufacturing plywood.
eating, its owners had left it
six-month
a
Wyatt
sought
2.
committee proposal would not mittee are put into effect as ufacturing plants to curtail their
while making arrangemoratorium on strikes in the there
in the long run accomplish its quickly as possible.
operations.
a stuffing and mountfor
ments
These include:
proposed objective." Moreover,
"We are right now at the building trades and building ma- ing job.
The
terials
voluntary
industries,
internof
Establishment
1.
feed
year's
present
our
he wrote, "with
lowest point of this
need for full care to veterans ships in VA hospitals.
stortage," the retiring president no-strike scheme still is in the
2. Extension of the period of of the American Feed Manucfac- sounding out" stage informants
with service-connected disabilities, I should not like to over- postgraduate training which the turers association declare d. said but talks are in progress
burden the veterans adminis- VA provides for its professional "Though ingredient shortages with the A.F.L.
The proposed tightening of
tration home-town care pro- personnel. It Is limited now to will bother us for years to come,
90 days.
gram."
some immediate relief is in sight new home prices is an answer
to complaints of veterans' or3. Organization of a joint com- from summer grain crops.
The report said that "the present method of providing medical mittee of the veterans adminisField told the Kentucky man- ganizations that the great macare by a system of paralleling. tration, the Army, Navy and ufacturers that some large man- jority of veterans cannot afford
government agencies (Army, draft a common system of medi- ufatucring plants are shutting the homes intended for their ocPublic the Public Health Service to down throughout the country cupancy.
Navy, Veterans and
Health Service) is considered cal records and disease nomen- while most of the others are
Under NHA's present rules,
by many informed persons to be clature.
operating at only 40 to 60 per- priority help in each community
4. Improvement of the medi- cent of last year's production be- is granted only if half the new
inefficient, ineffective and extravagant." It recommended a cal libraries at veterans hospi- cause of the shortages.
residences are built to sell unTo insure the excellence of the building job you plan, put tough,
tals with books now surplus in
"thorough and bold restudy."
Inferences that there is a sur- der "dividing lines" which range
hospitals.
Mr. Turman agreed that the Army and Navy
durable materials into it. We'll show you what we mean when
plus of livestock in this country from $4,500 to $9,500, depending
endanger future food supplies, on local building costs. Most new
you visit our Lumber Department.
he declared.
homes are in the upper brackets
saying
"The government ia
of that range. The dividing lines
that it will be impossible to meet were based on past records of
famine requirements and at the building permits. FHA, it was
same time maintain livestock reported, now plans to make its
numbers at record war time lev- own findings of cost in each city.
1 x 4's — 1 x 6's — 1 x 8's — 1 x 10's AND 1 x 12's
els," Field asserted. "While it is Officials believe that builders
true that livestock numbers will have been making too generous
have to be adjusted because of an allowance in their price esthe feed shortage caused by timates for future increases in
shipments of famine grain, it is building costs. The new price
not fair to infer that* we have pattern will be based on a threeto o much livestock in this bedroom home built to FHA's
country."
inimum standards. Contractors
Field gave statistics pointing to who agree to meet his new
the fact that the number of food "dividing line" will get the favproducing animals for every 1,- orite priority treatment in their
000 persons in this country today purchase of materials.
is considerably less than after
World War I. There are 143 fewer hogs, 101 fewer sheep and
lambs, 12 fewer milk cows and
98 fewer other cattle for each
77 Btaekboads too. No wattles
1,000 population today than
Yes, it Is true, there is a safe,
WE HAVE IN STOCK BUILT-IN KITCHEN CABINETS AND SINKS
hartrikme, rnediamted liquid called
there were in 1919, he said.
KUIEStatt that dries to, pimPlca

Feed Shogige Is
Past Peak, Belief

Building Materials
6 inch CM in Mixed Gum and Oak (dry)
CELO-ROK ANCHOR LATHS — PLASTER
CEMENT — HEX SHINGLES (twilight blend and
green) — ROLL RUBBER ROOFING — ALUMINIUM ROOFING
— NAILS IN ALL SIZES —
SPECIAL TO HOUSEWIVES:

Penguin Eggs Popular
Among South Africans
$ornso

UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY BY

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMI1ANY

overnight as it acts to loosen and remove
Italy blackheads. Then* who followed aim
pie directions and applied Moores upon
retiring were ainaringlv surprised w lien t tiry
found their PimPle•and hiscichcadm"d
hem timers enthusiastically praise Kiser. and
claim they are no longer embarramed
u
cad cm h.w ltaPPy_ adth their clear
comolixiona. Use elleores. U one application does not =tidy. YOU set
ewe.* your mousy bodt. AA for
Klemm today. aura.

49,

Capetown — (A)) — Penguin
eggs have been on—and off—the
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
South African domestic market.
The marketing of penguin eggs
from Dassen Island (a rich
source of guanD) was limited for
several years so that the penguin population could increase.
Then the government offered from functional periodic pain
penguin eggs for sale at a dolCardul is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
lar a dozen—double the price
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional periodla
of a year ago.
distress.. Here's how It may help:
But there was a flood of apTaken like • tonic.
It should stimulate
plications and the eggs were all
appetite, aid digesso.
or
tion, thus help build resold within a week

Nommemm...
How women and girls
nay get wanted relief

sistance for the "time
to come.

Btarted 3 days beMore motor vehicles are used
P4TDd& lore "your time", It
in the distribution of milk than this awayshould help relieve
pain due to purely funcany other commodity—approxitional periodic causes.
Try Oardul. It it hello, you'll
mately 190,000 trucks are used
be glad you did.
in delivering milk and dairy
products from V. S. farms to
plants and from plants to consumers.

From attic to basement...from porch to garage ... there are
dozens of uses for BPS FLORLUX. It is the ideal finish for porch
floors, steps, d° ecks, porch and lawn furniture, interior floors, woodwork, dadoes, linoleum ... wood, cement or cativai surfaces.
Fast drying ...waterproof.

STOP Heavy, Losses
from Bloody Coccidiosis
with

made to withstand rough treatment.
•Covers in One Coat over any
painted surface.
to

scuff-proof, glossy finish
is easy to keep clean.

The

• Seals against dirt and grease.
•Gives long-lasting protection.

NEW

IlEAUTT WITH PATTERSON-SARGENT PAINTS

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
Princeton, Ky.

W. Court Square

Bloody Coccidiosis? No longer
need you fear its red death will
slaughter your chicks. Thousands of chicks killed in the
Pratt laboratories have shown
science how to avoid those
awful losses.
Just add Pratts C-Ka-Gene to
your mash.
Pratts C-Ka-Gene is not a
"cure" nor a "preventive."
It works by the new IMMUNITY method giving a
flock permanent protection
against this terrible disease.
Come in today and let us tell
you how Pratts C-Ks-Gene
will stop Cocddiosis losses
for only about a penny•bird.

Wood Drug Store
Phone 762

IN BEAUTIFUL WHITE ENAMEL.

Phone 611

Horse Show Races
-

July 4 at Dave Mitchell's Farm
AT PEMBROKE.- RIGHT ON U. S. 41E
HORSE SHOW STARTS AT 10 A•M.
THRILLING HARNESS RACES IN AFTERNOON
BARBECUE - - - SOFT DRINKS

Some of the best horses in this section have been preparing for
weeks for this great one-day show. In addition, the racers have
been training twice weekly to get ready for a program of real
'aeedy races. Owner Dave Mitchell offers his farm for this annual ,
affair . .. one of the greatest programs presented here last
year. So don't miss itl

Sponsored by Christian County Post, American Legion
ADMISSION: ADULTS 60¢ — CHILDREN 300
(TAX INCLUDED)
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Page Five
Men Beat Sharks
In Table Bay Race

What It Means-

Johannesburg — (FP) — South
Africa's minister of transport, F.
C. Sturrock, resuced the crew of
a dinghy in danger of being eaten by sharks in Table Bay. He
was in his yacht, powered by an
auxiliary engine, overhauling the
dinghy when he noticed the
sharks charging the smaller
vessel.
Sturrock switched on his engine, pulled ahead and made
fast a rope. Then a strange procession headed for harbor at full
speed: first the yacht, then the
unpretentious dinghy in tow and
then the school of sharks. The
yacht won, and the disgruntled
sharks turned back into the bay.

vention as "a match which may
By Alexander R. George
A course in family living for
be relit several times, consisting
Washington—The
"everlasting"
prospective
young wives and
core and an inmatch may or may not be just of a combustible
brides is being offered during
combustible coating. Example:
around
the
corner,
but
it's
at
the first term of the 1946 Sum"A mixture of potassium chloWarren But Party
least one step nearer. Removal rate, 35 percent; calcium plummer quarter at the University
Not,
Do
of patent restrictions on re-igniti- bate, 3.7 percent; sulphur, .9 perieoclers
of Kentucky, says an announceble matches developed by three cent; benzol chloride, 3.7 percent;
Scribes Believe
of
Department
ment from the
European inventors in the 1930s powdered glass, 14.2 percent; and
gashington—Two senators are
Home Economics.
eliminates an obstacle to their hexamethylenetetramine, 4 2. 5
considered in Washington
Dr. Static Erickson, head of
deb'
production and sale in the United percent is blended with a small
contenders for
leading
be
the department, said the course
States.
Presidential
quantity of glue and molded
Republican
1948
will be a practical one for homeIn a recent consent decree dis- into sticks.
nation. They are Robert
perand
husbands
makers, their
solving the alleged "worldwide
H.
Handy for Smokers
Taft of Ohio and Arthur
sons contemplating marriage.
match cartel," a federal court orMichigan.
"These sticks are then coated
of
• nberg
Summer quarter registration
dered the Swedish Match Co. to
with sodium silicate and dried.
pasident Truman has been
for the first term at the Univergrant any applicant unrestricted
postwar
A stick when ignited by rubbing
rig tough going in
sity was scheduled for Monday,
and royalty-free license to make.
on a surface rich in phosphorous
nversion problems. For the
June 17, with Monday, June 24,
use
and sell "everlasting"
burns for awhile and goes out.
dozen years, the
Originally, a cartridge was a
set as the last date on which a
matches covered by U. S. patents.
t time in a
It may be relighted several round of powder wrapped in
ublicans are within striking
student may enter an organized
The order means that an indiof
times."
paper for use in a flintlock
class during the first term. Reg;e of capturing control
vidual or company desiring t-)
'
Konig and Foldi obtained pa- musket.
House this fall, recent test
istration for the second term will
produce
such
a
match
may
use
MESSAGE
BREAKS
TIE
—
tent
No.
2,015,383 on "a repeatthat of Gov. Earl
be held Monday, July 22.
' ones like
By his vote flashed from mid- all or part of the ingredients and erly ignitible match" in Septem- tors described it as "a repeated
wren (R) in California, and
formulas as described in five U.
Pacific
ship
on
which
he
is
Taft is not easy to define. He
ber, 1935. Materials used in. mak- ly ignitible match, easily extin- capture of the long-DemocraS. patents assigned by the Eurosuccessfully fought Mr. Truman's headed to view atom bomb
ing the match were given as guished and burning at a slow
Congressional seat
pean
inventors
to
the
Swedish
eld 23rd
proposal to draft strikers in gov- tests, Rep. Walter G. Andrews,
amorphous phosphorous, anti- rate of combustion without leavPennsylvania by the G. 0. P.,
Match Co. The order enjoins the
ernment-siezed plants, helped in- (above) of New York, broke
mony sulphide, pulverized glass, ing substantial ash residue."
think FIANCEE VISITS
here
observers
many
company
from
starting
or
threate
FLAG POLE SITTER— "Mad" Marshal
itiate the bill for federal aid for the 3-3 tie of House commitpulverized gum-arabic, sodium
(Persons interested in further
in
toward
set
has
trend"
Jacobs comes down to the 45-foot mark on his flag pole, at
ening to start suits for infringea
housing, is sponsoring liberal- tee on draft of 18-year-olds.
hydrocarbonate and
potato information about the patents
Republican Party. That Co,shocton, Ohio, for a visit with his
ment of these patents.
bride-to-be, Lonnie Cosmar. isolationist Senator Robert M. (AP Wirephoto)
starch.
described in this article should
es the question of Republi- Jacobs is balanced on guy wires as Lonnie rides up the pole in
Suppression Is Charged
La
Wisconsin
Follette
of
The patent says " a size is pre- write the Alien Property Custo(Prog.)
pepotential candidates of
The Department of Justice had
a boatswain's chair. They plan to be married on top of the pole
Highway accidents in 1945 inin the latter's return to the Repared from the starch and other dian, Washington, 25, D. C., or
June 30. Jacobs has been sitting atop the pole since last Memorial publican fold, and is also spon- creased 20 percent over the pre- charged that control of the, pat- ubstances are kneaded with it the Commissioner of Patents,
T interest.
Washington
politics.
ents
were
originally
secured
by
gout
Day and expects to stay there until July 4. (AP Wirephoto)
soring a long-term federal aid- vious year-20,000 dead and more
into a plastic mass." The inven- Washington, 25, D. C.).
the late Ivar Kreuger, Swedish
era take a somewhat prothan 1,000,000 injured.
to-education
bill.
support
of
detached
attitude,
the
party leaders is availability and the support by
and
The United Nations Relief and "match king." It alleged that the
Messrs. Taft and Vandenberg
attempt to put realities important for the nomination, the state chairmen, who control
Rehabilitation Administration was "everlasting" match was successdiffer
chiefly
on
foreign
policy.
predelictions. and Mr. Stassen is not particufully produced and sold in HolIn the Democratic Primary for United States Senator
re personal
convention delegates. Senators There are some hints that the established in November, 1943.
land and Switzerland until it beon Saturday, August 3, 1946
It
y are not so much interest- larly popular with them.
is
estimated
that
inefficient
Republican
Party,
as
expressed
His prestige suffered a blow in Taft and Vanderberg are wellcame a threat to the ordinary
vision
in their gossip, in who ought
causes
five
percent
of
all
in Congressional votes, may
situated in all these respects.
get the nomination as in who the recent Nebraska primaries,
industrial accidents, and 15 per- match industry. They, the comSenator Vandenberg has re- swing away from internationalplaint charged, Swedish Match,
apt to get the nomination. At which, however, may be cancelcent of all motor accidents.
ism,
as
it
did
after
World
War
I.
gained
international
reputation
the Diamond Match Co. of the
moment the long-range cur- ed out in the forthcoming MinIsolationist
Republican
Hugh
by
his
part as delegate in formuUnited States and a British
of opinion runs strongly nesota senatorial primaries,
where his man is expected to lating the United Nations Char- Butler has just soundly defeated
match firm conspired to suppress
one of two senators.
ter, and from his support of internationalist Dwight Griswold
the manufacture of "everlasting"
Gov Thomas E. Dewey of win. Yet Mr. Stassen has great
Secretary of State James F. for the Republican senatorial
matches.
York, the 1944 nominee, obstacles for the nomination.
nomination in Nebraska. The
The Diamond company conIn somewhat the same posi- Byrnes at various peace , cona strong contender if he
CommitRepublican
Executive
ferences. Before the war he verHe offers a constructive legislative program.
tended it had declined to buy
-,,election in N'ew York tion as Mr. Stassen is Gov. Wartee
has
just
named
James
ged
on
the
isolationist
side,
but
volunteered to serve in two World Wars.
Ile
licenses
from
the
Swedish
comren.
His
the
never
yet
has
reputation
for
independ.. but
he has come over to internation- Kemper, president of the Lumpany to manufacture the re-igLet's elect him to serve in the Senate!
.;an Part' run a defeated ence does not endear him with
bermen's Mutual Casualty Comnitible matches because they
the party leaders. Nobody seems alism, and has brought many
:te a second time.
G. 0. P. members of the Senate pany, a follower of the Chicago
were of no practical value and
A E. Stassen at the mo- to love him but the voters. Party
Tribune brand of isolationism as
along with him.
because validity of the patents
os many popularity polls, regularity is a great asset to a
Chairman
of
its
party
finances.
Correspondents recently voted
was uncertain.
as Wendell Willkie did at candidate for the Republican
Mr. Taft, who has a large
him the outstanding CongressThree patents were granted to
this stage in 1942. But the nominationplus geo
influence
man of the year, and he received measure of party
Ferdinand Ringer, an Austrian.
the award of Colliers' Magazine. through control of the skeleton
Two of these patents, No. 1,He comes from a key state with G. 0. P. organizations in south903,838 and No. 1,941,621, were
ern
states,
was
largely
instrua sizable vote in the electoral
siezed by the U. S. government
college, has been in the Senate mental in placing in the party
during the war and are still in
since 1928, is formidable in de- chairmanship recently Reprethe possession of the Alien Propbate and makes a good platform sentative B. Carroll Reece (R)
erty Custodian. A United States
of Tennessee, one of the most
speech.
citizen may obtain a license to
Born in 1889, he would be 64 conservative men of the House.
use these patents by applying to
as a Presidential candidate, an Mr. Vanderberg represents the
the office of the Alien Property
age
that
weighs
somewhat internationalist wing of the ReCustodian and paying an adminagainst him in the delicate task publicans. Mr. Taft, like Mr.
istrative fee of $15 per patent.
of picking a candidate where Butler in Nebraska, supports the
Two patents were issued joint
every aspect is considered. If United Nations, but strongly oply to Rudolf Konig and Zoltan
design and tenant in purpose, resting
he received the customary two poses steps which he would deFoldi of Budapest. These patents.
terms, it is pointed out for ex- scribe as getting up a "world
U. S. Nos. 2,015,383 and 2,093,516,
in surroundings of peace and beauty.,
ample, he would be 72 on leav- supergovernment." He was a preare reportedly held by the SwedPearl Harbor isolationist. Like
ing the White House.
ish Match Co. Copies of them and
Senator Taft was tailored for Mr. Butler of Nebraska. he opof Ringer's patents may be oba tribute of respect and honor to thc
tained from the Commissioner of
what G. 0. P. Warwicks might poses the proposed loan to
Patents at 10 cents per copy.
regard as an ideal Presidential Britain.
dead, n constant source of inspiration
While the Republican Party is
In patent No. 1,941,621, granted
candidate. He is industrious, able
in 1934, Ringer describes his inand a man of character; he is not positively isolationist, most
Republican.
to the lining
conservative, a forthright de- isolationists a r e
fender of private enterprise and They represent a not inconsidAmerican business. By hard erable element and would find
work and personnal force he has Mr. Taft more satisfactory, probtime and again made himself in- ably, than Mr. Vandenberg. Mr.
•Is your car in shape to give
you maximum service this sumtellectual leader of the Congres- Taft comes from.a key political
mer? If you need money for reState
and
is
the
idol
of
the
G.
sional Republicans. He fought
pairs, let us supply it.
New Deal social legislation tooth 0. P. regulars. Senator Taft and
We advance cash for motor
and nail, opposed federal con- Governor Bricker have heretooverhauling, tire recapping,
trols and treasury spending. Al- fore alternated their candidacies
brake relining, or any other repairs your car may need.
though he has been in the Senate as favorite sons of Ohio, with Mr.
Conte in or phone. You'll reonly since 1939, he sits, high in Bricker standing aside in /940;
ceive prompt service.
Mr. Taft in 1944.
the councils of his party.
Perhaps
some
Washington
Though a conservative, Mr.
correspondents are too close to
these two Senaotors to see the
other candidates clearly, but at
the moment they seem to many Finance Corp. of Ky.
to have the most favorable longGeorge A. Pottinger, Mgr.
term chances. However, 2 years
Princeton, Kentucky
is a long way to go.
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Another Benefit
Softball Event
(Continued from front page)
lowing is reported in several sections of the State, and young
Lieut. Col. Philip Ardery, heroic
airman of World War II, and
son of distinguished parents who
live in Bourborn coirnty.
In. western Kentucky, concern
Of most ardent Democrats is lack
of interest in this campaign and
lethargy among the rank and
file. Most experienced observers
believe sensational fireworks of
some sort are needed to catch
the attention of the mass of
Democrats in the First district
... many of whom have shown
no interest in party affairs since
the "hush-hush" primary campaigne waged successfully for
J. Lyter Donaldson, in 1943.
As matters stand in this and
neighboring counties, Brown.
Helm and Ardery will get the
votes, with any of the three
standing a good chance to be
top man if he can form a working organization or otherwise
interest voters in his behalf.
Majority opinion is however
that Brown, with his ability to
garner votes in every precinct,
is likely to win in august; not
so apt to beat Cooper in November.
A sidelight on this was thrown
by Tom R. Underwood, editor
of the Lexington Herald, in his
widely read political column of
Sunday, June 23, when this
foremost Democrat wrote: "He
(Brown) came to the conclusion
that he perhaps made more votes
not speaking and while under
no pledge not to do so, is not
looking for the opportunity to
launch a speaking campaign."
Brown spoke long, loud and
often in losing two senatorial
and one gubernatorial contests,
but won easily last year for the
Kentucky House, speaking not
at ill.
The Japanese beetle likes corn
and asparagus best and it also
relishes certain kinds of fruit.
The average altitude of the
48 United States is about 2,500
feet above sea level.

— Erika Krebs, 20, German
blonde who once belonged to
the Hitler Youth, sits in her
cell at Nuernberg. The girl
was found guilty by a U. S.
Military Court, of slaying
Master Sgt. Robert E. Flanigan, of Peoria, Ill., and was
sentenced to life imprisonment.
(AP Wirephoto by radio from
London)

Contracts Awarded
For Road Work In
Marshall, Calloway
Frankfort, (FP) — Letting of
three road improvement contracts for work in Warren, Marshall, Calloway and Jefferson
counties was reported by the
Highway Department. The contracts total more than $335,000
and include:
Bituminous surfacing of 17.839
miles in Calloway and Marshall
counties from Murray to Benton, White consolidated, Inc.,
Chicago, $182,202.

(Continued from front page)
they won, 17-16. It was not a
pleasing exhibition for many in
The crowd, due to the Camp
Campbell horse play.
WAC Pitcher Beulah Vaughn,
aided by fine support from her
teammates, managed to get by
well until the fifth inning when
the locals staged a strong rally.
She was jerked for an elongated
young soldier who had lots of
stuff, but failed to stop the rally
until the locals had pulled up
to within one run of a tie. Cherry, starting pitcher for Princeton, had to be relieved by Fred
Kennedy in the fourth. Kennedy
did well.
An argument developed in the
seventh inning of this game
which climaxed the too-abundant squabbles, when the Camp
team sought to quit while still
ahead, on the plea that the game
had already gone its limit. Scorekeepers decided against them
and the Princeton boys almost
pulled out a victor.
In the last game, shortened
to five innings bC agreement
due to lateness of the hour, the
local team, with Akers pitching,
scored a 1 to 0 victory.
The school board made no
charge for use of the stadium
or lights and there was no expense except federal tax of 20
percent on receipts, Mr. Cunningham said. Gross at the gate
was $133.

Deaths-Funerals

At The Churches

Mrs..Eula L. Crow

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:55 a.m.
Sermon by the pastor.
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:30. Sermon by the Rev. Harry Pullen,
pastor Dawson Springs Methodist
Church.
Mid-week service Wednesday
7:30 p.m. Playlet by Youth Fellowship "The. Testing of Europe's
Christianity".

Funeral services for Mrs. Eula
Lee Crow, a former resident
here, who died at her horn*. in
Nashville Friday were held there
Sunday morning. A brief hervice was held at the graveside
here by the Rev. J. Lester McGee and burial was in Cedar
Hill Cemetery. She is survived
by her husband, Ed M. Crow,
of Nashville.

Mrs. Sudie A. Parrent
Funeral services for Mrs. Sudie
Adeline Parrent, 74, native of
Lyon county, who died in Cadiz
Sunday, were held at the home
at 3:30 o'clock Monday afternoon,
with the Rev. Mr. Morris, pastor
of the Cadiz Methodist Church
officiating.
Survivors are her husband,
Cullen Parrent; three daughters,
Mrs. Vera Sanders, Mrs. Vergie
Jones-and Mrs. Charlene Rogers;
four sons, Willie D., Homer B.,
Robert C., and Sidney L.
Pallbearers Were James E.
Parrent, Homer B. Parrent, Norris J. Parrent, William R. Sanders, Morris 0. Parrent and
Harth H. Hickman.
Flower girls were Martha
Hickman, Bettie Parrent, Beverly Ann Parrent, Lucille Sanders,
Ann Parrent, Fannie Parrent,
Mary Hopson Liberto and Mary
Parrent.
Burial was in the East End
Cemetery, Cadiz.

Pleasant Grove

Mark Of Respect

By Miss Nola Wilson
Rev. Henry Rowland filled
his appointment here Saturday
and Sunday. Sunday School had
an attendance of 66. There will
be preaching and Sunday School
next Sunday Morning, June 30,
at 10:15 and 11 o'clock. Everybody is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Taylor
and little daughter, Mr. and
In 1945 there were over 50
Mrs. Aaron Rogers, Mrs. Annie
THE
women in 'the United States hold
Rogers, Miss Dorothy Storms,
ing positions as bank executives
Hinkle Rogers, and J. E. CortIn Egypt and Palestine bener visited Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
trothal rings were either carve
Rogers Sunday. Mr. and Mrs.
from stone or beaten from gol
Ralph Rogers were afternoon
or copper.
visitors.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner visited
Miss Nola Wilson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dillingham and children of Scottsburg,
visited Rube Dillingham Sunday.
Miss Virginia Rogers, of Nashville, is spending her vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs_
Ratliff Rogers.
Peggy Beckner„ of Detroit
Mich., is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Gresham.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy P'Pool
and babies, Jimmie and Judy,
attended church Sunday and
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs.'Garnett Overby.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mrs.
Zora Wilson, Miss Nola Wilson
and Mrs. Gertie Cortner attended
church at Cross Roads Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Kellar
and little daughter, Anna Lee,
of Hopkinsville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Emery Keller, of Cerulean,
attended church here Sunday.
Rev. Henry Rowland and litJEWELERS
tle daughter were dinner guests
Use our Divided Payment Plan of Mr. Press Lilly and family
Saturday.
—Payments as low as $1.25
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie Wyat
per week.
relatives at Dawson
visitdd
Lodz,Poland—(/P)----Officials of
Lodz formally apologized to Russian authorities for the destruction of the Red Army monument here, blown up by a bomb.
The city council decided to rebuild the monument.

ifSEN1FillS

IF THERE'S ROMANCE IN YOUR HEART

WINSTEAD

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Marning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
supt.
Morning Worship each Sunday at 11 A. M.
Young People's meeting at
6:36 P. M.
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M.
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday,
7:30 P. M.
THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
9:45 Church School.
10:45 Morning Worship. Topic:
"Hearing the Word."
6:00. p.m. Westminster Fellowship.
CRIDER CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Preaching services at 11:00, by
th2 pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
by the pastor.

Le Bon's
COLORS
WHITE
RED
BLACK
YELLOW

$3.00

2 Burner, 4 Speed Hot Plate

$10.50
$1.33

Electric Iron

$6.70

100% Penn A. Oil, 5 qts.
Chick Feeders

For street wear! For fun! Little leather-soled, casual
shoes that cradle your feet in bright fabric and tie at the
toes with a drawstring. LeBon made them, with fine
shoe construction.
Aren't they wonderful! In colors, In rayon and wool tropical worsted by AIREDALE. Also In white BATES cotton.
Sizes 4 to 9 adjustable to any width.

6¢

Child's Lawn Chair
Garden Hose Rack

ARE MEANT FOR YOUI

82¢

30¢

All Metal Scooters

$4.55

AB Pac — 1000 Hour
Purina Fly Spray, pt.

$5.35

Washington, (IP) — C.P.A. has
granted an increase of $127.16
in the manufacturers' price ceilings on farm tractors produced
by Ford Motor Company.
Harry Ferguson Company, distributor of Ford tractors, received a "proportionate increase,"
C.P.A. said, which results in its
list price advancing from $828.81
to $966.21.
O.P.A. said the price boost
would compensate for higher labor and materials costs.

HOPKINSVILLE

PHONE 212

PRINCETON

SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Hair By Air
Melbourne, AustraliaA
RAAF transport
aircraft
ing 20 tons of pig
bristlesare
Chungking to Bong
Kong
heve the acute
shortage of
ties in Australia.
The hr
will be brought
to A

Here's Your Chance
For. A Nice Horne . .
5-room dwelling with hardwood floors and
bath. Nice lawn and garden. Located on N,
Jefferson St.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky.

Ph, r

54, R,s,171

_tits4FREEMANth
See this handsome sports.
wear oxford. It's so smartly
styled in quality leathers and
so well made ... it looks
like double the price. Ili
all Freeman Shoes it gives

expect

for your investment.

5.50 to 6.85

Just received the first selections of Men's Summer Casuals, Venti•
lators and Brown and White shoes in Western Kentucky.

•

CURRY
Property
on
Eagle Street
Call
•
208

FOR
SALE!
HAY BALER
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Everybody reads The Leader!

Phone 284-.1

JOE P. WILCOX
PRINCETON

MONUMENTS

occupy the pulpit at
tile
Church Sunday
mor
vault tt„
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs.
Glair Ilks •
Memphis, Tenn., are
is n
parents, Mr. and
Mn
Butts.

Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacey
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rube Dillingham Sunday afternoon.
Rev. Henry Rowland was dinner guest of Mr. T. A. Davis
and family Sunday.

TURNER

Home-Owned and Operated by

For Immediate
Delivery On

Seth Wigginton, Miss Imogene
igginton, Mrs. Byrd Guess and
r. Harold Rogers returned
home last week after making a
our through some of the southrn states and Old Mexico.
Allen Fuller, who is attending
owling Green Business Univerity, spent the weekend with
is mother, Mrs. T. N. Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
nd son, Danny, of Columbia,
Tenn., are visiting her parents,
r. and Mrs. T. R. Feagon.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hunt,
Marion. visited her sister,

you more than you

ONE, NEW

Western Auto
Associate Store

W. H. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon

Ford Farm Tractors
To Go Up $137.40

49¢
$1.10

By Dorothy Brasher
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, of Bowling Green, were the
weekend guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Yates
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennet.
have returned to their home in
South Bend, Ind, after spending
some time here as guests of
their son, Woodrow Yates and
Mrs. Yates.
Miss Hazel Fuller left Sunday for Detroit, where she will
visit relatives.
Rev. Ray Wigginton, of Detroit, visited friends here recently.
Miss Ada Leeper and her
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cotting and daughter, of Ironton,
Mo., visited Dr. Claude K. Leeper, of Nashville, one day last
week.

OTTER POND BAPTIST
S. Orvis Wyatt, Pastor.
Sunday School every Sunday
at 10:00A.M.
Preaching Services at 11:00
A.M. and 8:00 P.M. on second
Sundays, at 11:00 A.M. on Saturdays before fourth Sundays,
and at 11:00 A.M. on fourth Sundays.
The public is cordially invited
to attend all services.

FOR
SALE!

Hose Nozzle, bronze
Hose Washers (box of 12)
1 Burner, 1 Speed Hot Plate

Fredonia News

Colored Methodist Church
An urgent appeal from the pastor and members of

Spillman Chapel Colored Methodist Church
304 Donivan St., Princeton, Ky.
Because of an earnest desire to rebuild our Church that was practically
destroyed by fire January 27, 1946, the Pastor, The Rev. J. J. Forbes,
and members of Spillman Chapel, following the leadership of our Presiding Bishop H. P. Porter, have agreed to carry out a Special Financial
drive to be pulled off Sunday, July 28, 1946. The membership has made
special pledges of amounts they will pay on that day. Some have pledge!d
as high as $30.00; other members have pledged smaller amounts. All
members are expected to pay all they possibly can.
Already contributions have been made in our effort to rebuild, by
some of the White and Colored Churches, and from some of our WO
friends, and business firms and others in the city. And others have pre'
mised to help when our work started. We are glad to report to the public,
that the reconstruction of the church started June 19, 1946, and much
the material to carry on to completion is now on the ground. Therefore
we are asking a generous public to help us in what we hope to be c'ur
last appeal for this worthy cause.

SPECIAL SOLICITORS:
Mrs. Ruthia Bolton, ChairmanMrs. Ula McNary
Rev. J. J. Forbes
Mr. Henry Johnson
Prof. E. R. Hampton
the
The Pastor and Church will acknowledge to the contributorsdae
amount given by them and reported to the Church. Remember the
is to close July 28, 1946, at which time
our Presiding Bishop prom'
to be with us, and we are asking all of
Princeton to be with us on that day.

Board
Rev. J. J. Forbes, Pastor
Pidn
Fuen
L R. Collier,
E. R. Hampton, Sec'y
Depository of Bldrge.sFunds,
First National Bank.
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Girl Safe
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The Leader
Congratulates

The wedding of Miss Betty
Miss Alma Griffith, Princeton,
Sue Pruett, daughter of Mr. and and Mr. James W. Poindexter,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Reed
Mrs. P. L. Pruett, Hopkinsville of the Hopson community, were
Franklin, Princeton, on the birth
street, and Mr. Reginald 0. Cat- married Saturday morning, June
of a son, David Reed, June 19.
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• • •
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and children, Bobbie Joe and
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Nannette, Sarasota, Fla., are
Mrs. McElroy, mother of the at the Elks' clubroom. Music will
. W. Dilworth officiating.
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Miss Laura Lee McElroy, sis- bridegroom, wore a black model, be furnished by Paul Griffith
Hopkinsville
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Irene Smith, daughter of Mr. Mrs.. L. E. O'Hara,
r of the bridegroom, served as with a corsage of red carnations and his orchestra. Elks and their
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Stone
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a graduate
an appendectomy, is improving.
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in He is an instructor in hydraulics
Mrs. Roy A. Cann, MunfordThe bride wore a light blue School and served 3 years
at the Naval Receiving Station,
ville, arrived Tuesday for a visit
er suit with white acces- the Army.
C.
D.
Others attending were Mr. Washington,
with Mrs. John Wylie, W. Main
ries. Her corsage was of pink
The couple is at home at 1315
the
street.
.sebuds. Miss McElroy wore a Charles McElroy, father of
19th street, N. W., Washington,
,..nk and black crepe dress with bridegroom, and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Babcock
and son, Jimmy, and daughter,
Jane, all of Oklahoma City,
Okla., are visiting Mrs. Babcock's mother, Mrs. Dixie Vivian and sister, Mrs. Berdie
Moore, W. Market street.
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, Louisville,
spent last week here with friends
and relatives.
Mrs. Ray Ellis, Atlanta, Ga.,
left Stulday for Delafield, Wis.,
where Mr. Ellis is serving as an
instructor 'at St. John's Camp.
She has been visiting her mother, Mrs. J. A. Stegar, Locust
street.
Miss Katherine French, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. French,
Hopkinsville Road, was at home
last week-end. She is attending
a Beauty School at Paducah.
Mrs. Pleasant Lynn Wood,
Huston, Texas, is visiting her
son, Jack Wood, Otter Pond

The curtain rises on beautiful

Wonderful to have dainty
all-whites like this
again in genuine leathers
...calf, maracain
or suede.,.with gay,
cool cut-outs!

6.95 to 7.94

seen in VOGUE and
HARPER'S BAZAAR

Princeto Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
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MARY MUFFET'S well-bred
around the clock.
festivities
summer
Ice-cool Hob-Nob for

Road.
William Lewis Cummins, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cummins,
was at home last week-end. He
is attending school at Bowling
Green.
Miss Harryette Wilkins, Little
Rock, Ark., is visiting her cousin,
Mrs. T. J. Simmons arid Mr.
Simmons, N. Seminary street.
Mr. and Md. J. H. Binkley
and sons, Ben and James, Denver, Colo., left Saturday after
a visit with his sister, Mrs. E.
R. Brown and family, West
Main street.
Mrs. Rebecca Arnett, Daytona
Beach, Fla., arrived Tuesday
night for a visit with relatives
here.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pickering spent Monday in Louisville.
Fred Taylor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, is visiting
his aunt, Mrs. M. L. Clore, and
family in Middlesboro.
Mrs. W. C. Sparks and daughter, Suzanne, spent Tuesday in
Nashville.
Miss Joyce Farmer and Miss
Mary Ethel Griffin, Clarldclale,
Miss., and Miss Carolyn Wren,
St. Louis, Mo., are visiting in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Farmer, Franklin street. They
will attend the Farmer-Adams
wedding here this afternoon.
Mrs. T. B. Fancher, Carthrage,
Miss., is visiting her neices, Mrs.
C. M. Smith, Mrs Lowery Caldwell and Miss Catherine Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Henry and
and
children, Kay Dolphyn
Keith, have returned to their
home in Union, Miss., after a
visit to her brother, C. M. Smith
and family.
Mrs. Louise Jones spent last
week-end in Louisville with her
daughter, Mrs. George Reed, and
Mr. Reed. Mrs. Reed is the former Anna Belle Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith

you beautiful...
remembered ... the theme of
his dreams...these famous Dorothy
Perkins 'musts' for your
skin beauty...
To make

Miss Caron Buster
beauty consultant, will be in
OUT Cosmetic department to
analyze your beauty care problems
and prepare a scientific beauty
chart for your individual needs
at no cost to you.
June 28th & 29th

CONQUEST PERFUME 1.50, 2.50, 5.00
CREAM DELIGHT No. 1 1.00, 2.00
CREAM DEUGHT No. 2 1.00. 1.00
WEATHER LOTION 1.00

FACIAL(XL 1.00, 2.06
CREAM OF ROSES
CLEANSING CREAM .75, 1.50. 2.50
FACE POWDER Leo
Plus 1'arra; Tax

ROUGE .50
LIPSTICK 1.00
MEMOIRS COLONGE toe
1.75
ROSE LOTION

Tingsday, June

27, 1946
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CONN GOES DOWN—AND OUT — Billy Conn goes down and out as the champion, Joe Louis, bill as now drawn ,because it writer who army air forces
Among principal measures be- follows through with his haymaker in the'eighth round,of their heavyweight title bout at Yankee involves ho federal control over officers said was the first femcoming law June 19 were those Stadium in New York. Referee Eddie Joseph backs against the ropes to get out of the falling schools.
inine passenger to fly in a
The resolutions, offered by E. jet-propelled P-59 Airacomet,
to:
contender's way. It was Louis' 22nd successful defense of his crown. After the fight Conn deProvide 2 to ,5 years imprison- clared he would retire from the ring. (AP
B. Whalin, Raceland, and sec- waves from the ship just beWirephoto)
onded by several others, said the fore taking off on a 400-milement* withOut alternative of
concealed deadKentucky group was "very ap- an-hour flight at Schenectady,
fine for carrying
What it Meansto
selling
them
preciative of the fact that our N. Y., at General 7lectric air
ly weapons, or
entire Congressional delegation research demor ration. (AP
minors, pocket knives excepted.
Refund 90 percent of the State
is favorable" to the aid bill.
Wirephoto)
gasoline tax on fuel used in
The measure is designed to
One other direct effect of a
By John Scali
continue the practice of governConstant flow 100,000 or more gallons
farms.
on
work
agricultrual
In ancient Egypt tax collectors
nations ment buying to speed reconver- return to peacetime trading will help educationally underprivilWashington—Foreign
Kentucky
of
Extend power
have begun dismantling the vast, sion. But most countries already be that big American manufac- eged areas to put at least $40 a had their noses cut off and were
fresh, cool water per day. Lighted at night.
Aeronautics Commission to reg- complex puchasing
exiled for extorting from the
up turers can build up anew their year behind each student.
that
misrions
winding
in
well
along
are
ulate airways and airports and funnelled an estimated 55 billion their activities.
European exporting offices, Dr. Marston, former secretary poor.
promote aviation.
The semi-liquid surface of the
dollars worth of American goods
and some of which already are slowly being of the West Virginia Education
Australia,
Holland,
Create a division of soil and to their shores during the past
Association, said the bill would earth's ixterior, beneath the
Commonwealth na- re-established.
British
the
departThese offices, many of them in pass easily if national legislators crust, has a temperature of
water resources in the
six years.
tions probably will eliminate
ment of conservation.
Under pressure from United their purchasing missions this Paris, London, Brussels and Ber- would study it and become com- 2400 degrees F.
Establish a "second injury States exporters, the State Deyear. Great Britain, which at one lin, were responsible for a mapor- pletely informed about the edufund- to recompense workers partment has notified 15 coun- time had 2,000 employes in its ity of foreign sales that big cation conditions of the United bill and conditions converted
whoare injuried a second time, tries to wind up these war-born mission, is also tapering off its American corporations made to States. A thorough study of the Senator Taft (R., Ohio), he said.
and thus enable those handicap- agencies and send their thous- buying activities but is expected European countries in pre-war
ped by previous accidents to get ands of representatives back ,to keep a sizable number on days.
Countries that have been notijobs.
home.
hand to spend the $3,750,000,000
Authorize cities to issue reveThese missions since 1939 have in American credits, if and when fied by the United States to end
purchasing activities as soon as
nue bonds to acquire buildings been the headquarters of foreign Congress approves it.
are Australia,,Belgium,
possible
:a be leased to industrial-con- trade experts who superivsed the
ComBritain,
Next to Great
cerns.
purchase and lend-lease of arti- merce Department offiicals say China, France, Greece, India,
Require employers whose work cles that ringed from safety pins Russia had the biggest purchas- Italy, The Netherlands, New ZeaIs hazardous to operate under to four-motored transports.
ing mission in the United States, land, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
the workmen's compensation law.
The main reason for the State with about 1,800 representatives. Union of South Africa, Russia
Require employers not operating Department orders for them to The Soviet is expected to scale and the United Kingdom.
None of the Latin American
..nder workmen's compensation close up shop is the American this number down considerably
:div to guarantee by insurance government's insistence that trade when it resumes its pre-war countries evenset up actual purotherwise compenstaion for return to the private commer- custom of dealing through Am- chasing missions in the United
c.eath and injuries of workers— cial channels. Those channels torg, the Russian government States. Throughout the war their
passed as a "backstop" in case were virtually unused during the trade corporation set up under normal purchases were handled
by export agencies, with the exmandatory law held unconsti- war. Foreign governments dealt the laws of New York.
equipment,
rational.
directly with the manufacturers.
The main difference in the ception of military
accredited
Enable cities and counties to
A return to the peace-time Russian buying when this hap- which went through
iss,,e tax free bonds for promo- trade set-up will give the more pens will be that it will give military missions recognized in
tion of public health, welfare or than 10,000 American exporters American exporters additional the United States.
conservation.
a chance to get back into their security. If necessary they could
Extend minimum public school business of selling products to in- sue Azotorg for non-payment, for
term to eight months.
dividual buyers in foreign coun- example, whereas the Russian
Provide for absentee voting as tries. It will also allow manu- purchasing mission is immune
Eminent Economist
authorized by last year's consti- facturers too small to maintain to this.
tutional amendment.
Commerce Department officials
their own exporting agencies to
Make is possible for many utilize the services of exporters said, however, that they had
cries and counties to increase in getting their goods into for- heard no complaints against
pay of their policemen, firemen eign market.
HOME KIT
Russian purchasing methods tub kit contains 3 full
and other employes.
The net result, government from American manufacturers ounces of Salon-type
Keirlicsa,
solution with
trade experts hope, will be to and that the Russians had built 60
Curlers. 60 end
exporters full up a record for paying promptly
cotton soon•
Wonder What's Become give American
neutralizer and
mot.
tams olty2 to 3
rewere
their
accounts
whenever their
scope to demonstrate
Moore at Home
complete instructions.
Of Sally? She's OK
sourcefulness in expanding Uni- due.
DAWSON', nnua STORE
Baltimore —(11')— Four-year- ted States foreign trade.
aid Sally Moment calls herself
Commerce Department officials
:he "Lightening Girl." .
already are heartened by the
Her father, Goucher College amount of foreign trade now
Biology Prof. G. B. Moment, re- moving through these "normal
ported that lightening struck the channels." They estimate that 70
zirIs room, opened a large hole percent of all goods being bought
.n the wall ,knocked the plaster in the United States by foreign
)ff the walls and ceiling, melted buyers is now being handled by
:he tip of a package of needles American exporters.
and broke two legs off Sally's
Sweden, for example, is getcrib.
ting American coal this way
Sally went right on sleeping.
after being told such arrangements would be just as effective
government-sponsored puras
Dead Man's Neighbors
chasing.
See His Job Through
The shift of trade to exporters
Arrnington,
peo- probatly will be nearly complete
Pie of this agricultural commU- by June 30 of this year, the govnay joined in an impressive ernment experts feel, leaving
and extraordinary memorial ser- only purchases of scarce comvice for Don Heinline a few modities like food for the misdays after he died. Neighbors sions to handle.
The United States has told formobolized 33 men and boys and
16 tractors and spent a day disc- eign countries that it recognizes
:nR, harrowing and drilling 195 that during t h e "transition
acres of Heinline's land.
period" it might be necessary to
save a sixth of a penny every time you do it. In
Throw away your electric clock and buy a

1/M New State
Effect_
In
laws
_
,rankfort

Moving Kitchen Rack
Saves Miles On Hoof

School Heads Back
Federal Aid Bill

Disbanding Purchasing Missions

by

Phloem Q.Twitch,

COLD WAVE

tissues,

qgge

HERE'S
ONE BILL
That tostsYou Ho More
Today Than it Did

Youth of today. Tomorrow's Builders. will meet many
opportunities for success in life. But these chances will
be worthless unless they have the training and character
to make use of them.
You can help to assure your son's preparation for his
chosen career by starting now to build his financial security. By investing only a small sum each month in a
Woodmen Educcrtional Endowment or Success Builder life
insurance certificate, you can build a fund to finance his
college or vocational training.
From age 8 until he is 16 and graduates into the adult
Woodmen Camp, he also can benefit greatly from the
character-building fraternal and social activities of Boys
of Woodcraft
A special Woodmen juvenile membership campaign is now
under U. Ask the local Woodmen representative to tell you
today about Boys of Woodcraft and the Woodmen juvenile
insurance certificate that meets the needs of your boy.

OUR
Harold

OMAHA. NEBRASKA
ASSETS EXCEED $153,000 000

25 W2la
Although your cost of living has steadily increased, here is one thing—an important thing
in your life—that actually costs you no more
today than it did twenty-live years ago. It's
your telephonel
This record of low cost performance, in these
times of rising prices, is enough alone to stand
out like a beacon in the night.
In addition the service has greatly expanded
and as more telephones have been added the
relative cost of the user has steadily declined.
Today you can reach many more people by telephone—the better to serve your needs for business or personal use.

Phone 393-J

sun-dial. Of course, it won't wake you up
for work, but think of the fun you'll have
sunny
trying to figure out what time it is
days, anyway. And you'll be saving about 5
cents, every month! At that rate, you'll have the
sun-dial almost paidfor in only 41 years!

Donate your electric washer to an orphanage and start doing your wash by hand.
In one month you'll actually have saved 8
cents. At the end of a year you'll have almost
enough money to pay for a good, strong washboard, which you'll be needing by then. The
exercise will do you worlds of good, and keep you
out of mischief for hours and hours at a time.

2

Turn off your radio during "The Electric
Hour" on Sunday afternoon. Of course
you'll miss a wonderful program, but you'll

3

a year that's nearly 9 cents. And there's no
music so pleasant as those coppers clinking in
your pocket!

* OUR

screwball economist, Dr.
Twitch, really knows his
subject. Although he apparently has
small regard for the labor-saving convenience of electricity, he has calculated
nicely the cost of opeicling these electrical
appliances.

We hope that Phineas Q. has helped
you to realize how many jobs electricity
does for you so cheaply—and especially,
in the face of our rapidly increasing cost
of living, we wont you to notice that electricity is still doing the same big job for
you at lower and lower cost.

This record—which stands out as an achievement—is becoming more and more difficult to
maintain as the costs of everything going into
the furnishing of telephone service continue to
rise.

Watson, District Representative,
409 Maple Street, Princeton,

1

UPTURN DELL TELEPIONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INC ORPO

1100 Men and Women Striving To Serve You Well

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,
Up In New Hampshire

Washington--(41—A new, parally mechanized system for
:icking the perfect Army officer
i 'as 'lined up 9,600 of the "best
ilected leaders in the world
liday" for congressional approfil.
That is the Army's own ap'al of a list that goes to Coness next Friday. The generals
oudly proclaimed that their
wmethod is more than twice
t good as the old and "far suprior" to any used in industry
t business.
Although the Army is disging officeds, congress voted
months ago to give it 9,600
• nent officers beyond the
ent started out to fill
al peacetime level. The War
commissions • from 800,000
were temporary officers
g the war.
got 108,000 volunteers. Phytests and withdrawals cut
total to 81,000.
e new system went to work
the rest. Dr. Edwin Henry of
adell, N. J., chief psychologist
✓ personnel research said it
cked a person with these gene qualifications for the perofficer:
1. He is in the upper fifteen
rcent of the population in
telligence.
• 2. He has the equivalent of
•
least two years in college.
3. He has a high versatile
arning ability.
4. He is very stable under

t

pressure.
5. He is mature emotionally.
6. He has performed well under war time conditions as
shown by his medals, awards and
records.
He has the habit of saving
money, "even a little."
8. Chances are he comes from
the farm or a small city.
The candidates were sized up
from information they supplied
about themselves, from evaluations by officers with whom they
served during the war, from interviews by senior officers and
from comparisions with officers
of known and tested ability.
Score sheets were sent to
Washington and run through a
machine. The final score determined the candidate's place on
the list of eligibles. With some
leeway for specialists, the Army
took the best for the 9,600 corn—
• •
cissions.
Other valuable officer material was put on a waiting list, as
the Army hopes Congress will
grant it another 25,000 permanent officers.
In the past, officers were selected primarily on the basis of
the official record and a thorough
interview.
Mineral wool insulation makes
the house warmer in winter,
cooler in summer, lessens sound,
is fire resistant and saves fuel.
The rocky crust of the earth
is about 40 miles thick.

Softball
Hospital Benefit
BUTLER STADIUM
7:30 O'Clock

Thursday Night,June 27

Double Header
PRINCETON ALL-STARS
vs.
CAMP CAMPBELL
Beulah Vaughn, WAC, former member of Girls'
Championship Team, will pitch for Camp Campbell.
All proceeds to go to the Caldwell Memorial
Hospital Fund.
CHILDREN 10¢

Sponsored By:
MASONIC LODGE

YOU CAN T WORD TO SHOVEL COAL'
Install a fully automatic
in
Winkler Cool I
your pres•nt furnoc•
Sara enon•y and labor
N.Own rarnant.Thrso yser loom

Manchester, N. If.—(M—Deautomotroiters celebrating the
are
bile's golden jubilee year
so far
just Johnny-Come-Latlies
as this city is concerned.
Two Manchester men built
and drove a horseless carriage
around town in 1868, local residents claim—a steam powered
one. Amoskeag Machine Shop
Employes James S. Batchelder
and William H. Writner built
the rear of the heavy Dernocrat

Chicago —(IF)— The General
Federation of Women's Clubs is
urging that the same "civil and
criminal responsibility and accountability" be placed upon
union officers and members during strikes, slowdowns or "other
union activity" as that placed
on "fellow citizens" for their wagon.
acts.
With chain and sprocket drive
. In a resolution presented by on the rear axle, the contraption
the resolutions committee and took only 15 minutes to fire
the Oregon and Massachusetts and start. After the first twodelegations and passed unanim- hour trial July 9, 1868, the Manously, the Federation declared in chester Union said, "We lon't
convention here last weekend see exactly who has use and need
that legislation should make for a, carriage of this sort in
"mandatory" disclosure of "re- New England.
ceipts and expenditures of labor
union funds," in the same degree
DIES HEARING FIGHT—Maj. as is required of business.
Age Of Woman
Gen. Allen W. Gullion (above),
The public as consumer was Is Only Relative
65-year-old wartime provost held to be affected by laborMt Vernon, 111.—(JP)—Marlin
marshal general of the Army, management disputes, the resoMt. Vernon banker, met a
Rich,
dropped .clead in Washington. lution said and "protection of
femine voter at a -local -election.
D. C., while listening to a public interest is of paramount
Said Rich, "Didn't I know you
broadcast -of the Louis-Conn importance." It added that "it
you were young?"
when
fight. (AP Wirephoto)
is the inescapable duty of both
hurt tones the woman reIn
labor and management" to real
plied, "But, Mr. Rich—I'm not
agreements assuring "an equitaold yet."
fair
a
for
industry,
ble profit
Laughter of bystanders subwage for labor and protection
long enough for Rich to
sided
of the vital interests of the conexplain:
suming public."
"I meant to say 'when she was
Caldwell county residents will
The resolution said the right
meat,
of
supplies
younger.' She was one of my pushort
offset
the
not
include
"does
strike
to
wheat, fats and oils by consum- right to injure persons,• damage pils when I taught school.
ing nearly 7,859,000 pounds of property, interfere with the genthe nation's bumper fresh fruit eral welfare or to jepardize the
and vegetable ,erop to maintain public safety."
high nutritional standards this
Therefore, it continued, Fedyear, it Was predicted by a lead- eral legislation should include
ing 'food distributor.
provisions whereby civil and
"Fresh fruits and vegetables criminal responsibility and acthe
t
supplemen
adequately
will
countability be placed upon
limited supplies of many foods union officers and participating
now available," said Harvey union members during strikes,
Baum, head of A & P food slowdowns or other union actistores' produce-buying opera- vity.
tions.
A resolution supporting voting
"Increased use of perishable rights for residents of the Disproduce will permit shipment trict of Columbia passed, 388 to
of other foods to hunger ridden 140. This resolution was defeated
Stains,Dullness Vanish from
nations now subsisting on daily years ago at the Federation's
1,500
to
1,000
diets ranging from
convention in Atlantic City and
calories as compared with an stirred considerable floor debate.
Kleenite ends mosey, harmful
bru•hing. Jost put your plate
average of 3,300 calories for this
et bridge in • glaw
twitter,
add • little Klernite. Presto/
country," he said.
Stains. denture odor, diseoloes
Overcom
Lodzia
and
fruits
fresh
the
r•lions
of
disappear. Yew teeth
Part
sparkle like aro. Ask your
vegetables consumed by Cald- Explosive Situation
druggist today fee Kletnite.
well residents comes from this
Bozecin, Poland—W)--Pretty
county's 1,572 farms and neigh- Lodzia Sanowa, 18, often had
boring growers. Large amounts watched sappers destroy mines. Get HLEENITE today at Wood
of perishables are received from She also had seen peasants killed
Drug Company and all good
other sections to meet the coun- trying to de-mine their farmdruggists.
ty's year-round needs.
lands because they couldn't afDevelopment of more efficient ford to pay a professional sapper.
distribution methods, Baurh said,
There were 400 land mines In
has helped double fresh fruit a 14-acre tract her father prq- To increase flow of swine aad
and vegetable consumttion in posed to farm. But de-mining
relieve irritation of the bladder
the past 25 years and makes would cost more than he would
from excess acidity in the urine
possible a greater selection of earn in a year.
Are you suffering unnecessary distress,
wella
for
backache, run-down feeling and discomfoods necessary
So Lodzia went to work on fort
from excess acidity fa the twine? Aro
rounded diet and a higher stand- her own, tackling mine by you disturbed nights by•frequent
desire!
to
pass water) Then you should know
ard of living.
mine, while Polish soldiers look- about
that famou• doctor's discover7.—•
Basing his estimates on pre- ed on and warned her she was DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT that
thousands say glves blessed relief. Swamp
liminary indications of food pro- heading for death.
Root is•carefully blended combination of
in herbs roots, vegetables balsams. Dr.
duction and consumption for
Lodzia laughed off their warnIs not harsh or ha:bit-lerming to
any way. Many peopl• say RS /11011•1•0111
1946, Baum said each person ings, completed the entire de- effect
Is truly amazing.
Send for fro., prepaid sample TODAY,
in the country will get an aver- mining operation
alone-40 0
Like thousands of others you'll b. aka
age of 1,695 pounds of food this mines—and proudly handed over that you did. Send name sad
address to
D, Kilmer & Co.. Inn Be.
year. This represents a 10 per- their fuese or detonators to the Department
I 265. twkinford, Conn. Offer limited.
..Send
at
All
once.
druggists mill Swamp Root.
cent increase over the 1935-1939 Polish soldiers.
average, with fresh fruits and
vegetables accounting for nearly
one-third of the food to be consumed, he added.

Produce Available
For Feed Needs

•Tr
•C
* G.
•N

umlaut

Schenectady, N. Y.—(W)--A
new type X-ray machine which
can detect phony coins, spurious
diamonds and certain impurities in other substances has been
developed by the General Electric Co.
The X-ray photomoter shoots
a ray through the material under test, measures the amount of
-ray absorbed and compares the
absorption with that which is
known for the genuine article.
In most tests, aluminum discs
of varying thicknesses which
have a ray ebsorption equal to
that for the known item, are
used as proxies.

Breeze through Summer heat waves
breeze cool play clothes. They're so flattering, too. You'll delight in obr:Affeaton.

Breeze-cool beauties, perfect because
they're lovely, light-weight and cool. In
wash silk and cotton gabardine.

7.50 la 15.95

Eye-catching nicely tailored pedal pushers
in brown and navy gabardine.

Fashioned of gabardine; in solid colors:
white, yellow, tan, navy, brown.

2.50 ia 4.95
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Plumbing and Heating

Neglecting having your
car's radiator cleaned at
least annually can bring
about utmost engine injury.
We REMOVE scale, sediment, rust with special
equipment. We don't just
"flush". For all radiator
work see the professional
shop.

SISK
MOTOR CO.'

—Play Pools—in your own yard-

$15.00
A 5 x 5 ft. pool, 10" deep, with shower to connect with your garden hose, waterproof and
mildew-proof body on an aluminum frame!
5 x 4% ft. pool: 10" deep, no shower.
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ARE YEARS AHEAD IN MONEY SAVING
AND WORK CA V/N6 FEATURES.

MITCHELL BROS.

SPECTIONS' RE[

ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS

STOKERS

Eoory carsiful buying' horn. own*,
should aors this Winkler Stork*,
holm* buying any form of
automatic heating *quip
/N11117/441Te 4T0,W1
moat
Tls• Winklor Stoker
STU'
P/M'AZIK
with its many reflood
NEFORE
YOU
SUr
is
THE
today
loofa:es
INDUSTRY'S out
standing product
firs savrng monspy
and labor for thou
sands of property own
ors from coast to coast
Invingigat• the Eissibt
control Tho fully auto
suatic transmission which
has no shorts pint Prossuro
Soalsid bloom . . Thar Econo
miss,/ Burnett.. and many other
seclusive Winkler features . .The 3
Year Warranty Plan ... Sort the Winklor crush rocks... bit..
Info a steel Pio* without damaging or storrto, th• stokor.
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Everybody reads The Leader!

See
tor:

PRINCETON LUMBER CO,
Phone 260

DENTAL PLATES

New X-Ray Detective
Spots Spurious Coins

Admission
ADULTS 25¢

Checks On Union
To Protect PubliC

bureaus throughout the United
States on a complimentary basis
pubas a means of giving free
s
advantage
travel
the
to
Lexington, (111--Stata officials licity
Kentucky.
in
asked
been
have
at Frankfort
by the Lexington Board of ComA device has been developed
merce to give wider distribution
In Australia which automatically
Kentucky,
In
magazine,
the
to
makes a scale map of terrain
Ed Wilder, board secretary, said
over which it is rolled.
today.
Milk and its products comprise
Wilder said he had suggested
than 25 percent of the
more
to George A. Joplin, Jr., Somerfoods estimated consumed anthat
magazine,
the
of
editor
set,
the average American.
It be sent to 300 additional travel nually by
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Eire Has Big Scheme
Neighbors Plant Corn
For Peat's Sake
For Unlucky Farmer
Dublin —(1P)— Erie expects
Miuer
uit, Colo, (IP)—Walt
solve her fuel problems by "

Pork Ranks High
In Food Supplies
Of Farm Families

KENTUCKY

lost many valuable days in his going the turf"— harnessing
fields during the fatal illness of power in her peat bogs.
By
EWING
With coal from fuel-sta
GALLOWAY
his wife and after her death the
him Britian unavailable for
put
children
three
of
care
more
's
so
tions
all
Schaoter
consume
that
W.
in
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every
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ass not Harry
years, the home fires have
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,
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gether to discuss their common
bined," says Grady Sellards of
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problems and to try to find
vest for
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weekly column
with a dozen tractors, a for development of the t
solutions. I should like once
of writing a
culture and Home Economics, in house
newsse team and a two-horse bogs with an expenditure in 1
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been planted and
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can safely be said that we have
tell once
of the Cornand model, shows through the summer on limited
done a good job. While some DANCER BEATEN RESISTING ATTACK —Rae Randall, 24-year-old dancer
pose and objective
the
she
man
Since
a
.
of
s
Kentucky
advance
while
resisting
feed and finishing them in the
*see for
people might not have liked (at left) results of a savage beating she said she received
efortunate article in Collier's, our slogan, "Wake Up, Kentu- knew only slightly, in Hollywood, Calif. She suffered two black eyes, split and puffed lips, fall to excessive weights is. not
a great deal of cky," the fact is that
at right whs made during the course practicable, except for those
tare has been
Kentucky a possible broken jaw and multiple body bruises,, Picture
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GOOD STOKER COAL

If you want a good No. 6 Stoker Coal

CALL US

MARK CUNNINGHAM

Paduchan Elected New
Rotary District plead

TWO
GREAT LEADERS
NEW ATOMIC
ETHYL GASOLINE
et

those new motor Uncle

Atlantic City, N. J.—(1P)—H.
L. Smith, superintendent of
schools at Paducah, Ky., and J.
Ray Binford, representative, in
Versailles, Ky., of a publishing
firm, were elected district governors of Rotary International
at Rotary's 37th annual convention here last week.
Smith, past president of the
Rotary Club at Paducah, will assume his duties as governor of
the 161st District, which has 43
clubs, July 1. He succeeds John
A. Whitaker, Russellville.
Binford succeeds Luther L.
Lycan of Louisa, as governor 'Of
the 182nd District, which has 40
clubs. He formerly was secretary of the Rotary Club at
Versailles.
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Johnnie Maxie
SPURLOCK'S SHOP
502 E. Main St.
Phone 178-.1

Domestic

Oil treated delivered to your basement.

$6.02 per ton
to move a portion of the coal so
If it is necessary to have a man in the basement
extra.
the balance may be thrown in, 25¢ per ton
and help
If taken from the car by your own truck

$5.25 per ton
your basement
Industrial prepaid stoker coal delivered to

Sam thrilling performance.

ETHYL

to the best that can be found any
We know that we have coal that is equal
where in this section.
customers to have this as possible.
We would like to have as many of our stoker
calls this winter.
We know it will save both of us on service
without charge.
We will adjust your stoker where this coal is used

;5.72 per too

Dead Stock
WANTED

where more ..can be thrown in, 25¢
If man has to go in basement to move coal
per ton extra.
If taken from the car by your own help and truck

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly,free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

$4.95 per ton
tive wage increase. When this inThe above prices do not include the retroac
separately for this increase.
crease is determined you will be invoiced

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Hopkinsville St.
Kentucky

Princeton, Ky.

We pay all phone charges.
•

132 E. Main St.

Phone 88

Princeton, Ky.
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Rotary District Head
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CORNICK OIL Co.
Prilleeton,

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly,free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

Phone No. 442-J

Hopkinsville St.
Kentucky

OPA Ceiling Prices
basement.
Domestic Oil treated delivered to your
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basement to move a portion of the coal so
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per ton extra.
the balance may be thrown in, 25¢
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Kentucky Rendering Works
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Coal

CALL US

MARK CUNNINGHAM
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We pay all phone charges.
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B. N. LUSBY Co.
132 E. Main St.

Phone 88

Princeton, Ky.
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tMayor Appeals
To All Citizens
In Food Shortage
1: t1 'Ili

Urges Use Of Potatoes,
Other Vegetables To
Save Wheat For
World's Starving

Krug Expected To Speak
At Formal Dedication
Of Mammoth Cave Park

1

ABLE TO CARRY ON NOW,
:1SHE THANKS RETONGA
"Retonga promptly brought
4rne relief that surpassed my
fondest hopes, and I can hardly
thank
this
grand
medicine
1 enough," happily declares Mrs.
I Margaret Mathis, Route 2, Evansile, Tenn. Elated over being
it able to resume her customary
.1 activities, and giving Retonga
1 full credit, Mrs. Mathis stated:
"4 "Several months ago I began
to suffer torturing distress from
' muscular pains which racked
any arms, shoulders, legs and
hips. I felt toxic and I had to
rely on strong laxatives to re.. lieve sluggish elimination and I
was afraid that meant worse
things to follow. i,rat times I
,

p

felt terribly weakened and rundown and my appetite left me.
I have always been very active
but my distress from muscular
aches and pains was so severe
that I was compelled to slow
down.
"Retonga gave me splendid relief in many ways. My appetite
returned in full force. Peor elimination and muscular pains are
relieved and that 'down-and-out'
feeling has been replaced by a
sense of well-being. I rest well
every night now and feel fully
able to carry on again. I thank
Retonga for the fact that I now
feel like my true self."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stomach, loss of appetite Vitamin
B-1 deficiency and constipation.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.
—Adv.

Senate Gets Compromise Bill Pruning
Price Control
Washington—.(JP)—The House
stamped final approval, 265 to
105 late Tuesday on the compromise OPA bill, beating down a
last-ditch effort to lift all price
ceilings on meat and dairy
products.
The bill ,extending the wartime price control agency another year but pruning down
many of its powers, next went
to the Senate for a last vote
there before being sent to President Truman.
compromise legislation
The
would allow price increases on
many items. But it preserves .NATIONAL CHAMPION HOG.
controls over major market CALLER—That's the title 2,basket .6commodities,w'including 500 -fellow hog raisers from
meat, poultry and dairy pro- over the country gave Fred
ducts. It keeps rent controls Shaw, 65, of Memphis, Tenn.,
at Omaha, Neb., after he outintact.
The last-minute effort to re- called all comers to win the
move livestock, meat and dairy hog calling contest at their
products from price controls annual picnic. It was his third
was made by Rep. Rizley (D- straight victory. (AP WireOkla.) and was defeated 221 photo)
to 150.
A continuation of the same
fight was promised in the Senate, whose original bill exempted those items, plus poultry.

Telephone Calls
At New Peak Here

Soldier's Bride
(Continued from front page)
great offensive of World Wa
II, causing many Amenican
casulties.
From Heerlen, Corporal Kalch
moved on into Germany where
he is now doing occupation duty.
Mrs. Kalch applied for transportation to Princeton, Ky., as a
war bride. After a long delay,
she received notice recently tha
her transportation was ready.
Marie and her mother wer
eight days crossing the Atlantic
but neither was ill- at any time
Dr. K. L. Barnes examine
Marie shortly after she arrive
here and pronounced her in goo
physical condition.
The basket in which she mad•
the journey to her new home i
of excellent workmanship, combining comfort, convenience an
beauty.
Although Mrs. Kalch has bee
in the U. S. only a short time
she has learned to speak a considerable amount of English.
Questioned about the to
situation in Europe, she said
"Plenty before the war; no
much now."
When she was asked how sh
liked Princeton, she smiled an
replied, "Good."
Corporal Kalch expects to breturned to the U. S. soon an
may be back in Princeton in th
near future, his bride said.
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NOTICE!
TAX
PAYERS
TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
JULY 1,FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to appear at the Tax
Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by the following

all persons owning or

Users Told How They
May Facilitate
Service
Volume of telephone calls
made in Princeton is setting new
records. According to figures obtained from Manager H. Mohon,
Princeton residents are making
a total of 6,889 local telephone
calls on an average business day.
This is 12 percent above the
number made daily a year ago,
and 27.6 percent higher than
the average business day 5 years
ago.
This condition arises occasionally because of a temporary
congestion and does not mean
that the telephone is out of order. Mr. Mohon pointed out that
with the large addition in the
number of subscribers as a result of the Compan's efforts to
provide service for as many people as possible, coupled with the
increase in calls per telephone,
telephone facilities are carrying
the heaviest load in history.
The company
is exerting
every effort to Manufacture and
install necessary equipment to
serve those who are Waiting and
to handle increasing volume
local calls with the pre-war
standard of speed, the manager
said.
Telephone users here, in addition to avoiding the busiest
hours when it is convenient, can
also help by being brief, and by
not calling information for numbers listed in the directory, he
said.

a

June 21, 1948
Princeton, Kentucky
NOTICE
•

•

•

dimolution of Wylie & McClelland, Incorporated.
Notice is hereby given that
Wylie & McClelland, Incorporated, is closing its business as a Corporation and
winding up its affairs as such
Corporation, effective June
30, 1946.

•
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Mrs. S. J. Larkins
ao

John E.Young
Insurance Agency
PHONE 25
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4th July Picnic Specials
45(
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• • • • /09 ,5
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20(
29(

5(

26(
8ft

40 Jerseys Sold At
Mayfield Auction
Mayfield — A large crowd attended a jersey cattle sale, sponsored bk the Graves County
Jersey Club here. More than 40
cows were sold.
Members of Homemakers Clubs
in the county 'served luncheon
at noon.

24

29(
29(

4?4es4 qua& and Vertetaaes
12( POTATOES
TOMATOES
10 lb. 39(
GUARANTEED RIPE

Yellow, White or Spanish
lb.

WATERMELONS

ONIONS

JUICY AND SEEDLESS

LONG AND GREEN

GRAPEFRUIT

CUCUMBERS

lb.

71(

each

10(

Listen to "Bing Sings" WSON HENDERSON, KY., Daily 8:00 A.M.
Sundays 9:00 A.M.

Leaves For Detroit

RED FRONT
CASH Og CARRY STORES
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

GOOD SHOES
krt Suid cued gi414

STAR BRAND
In Star Brand shoes you can be sure
of rugged construction that gives
long wear.., of correctness that assures comfort ... of moderate prices
that save you money. More than
that, Star Brand shoes have 10-Way
Built-In Fit.
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BROWN WAX VEAL
PLOW SHOE
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It will pay you to try Star
Brands. Their rugged construction keeps young feet flying..
economically! Their all.'round
correctness keeps active feet
comfortable. And they're very
moderately priced.

Work Sox
12c and 25c
PAIR
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Rush Lives
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Work Shoes

Work Shoe

I. Room for growing 6. Snug, pear.
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'hoped 1,..a
2. Corr•lated heel. 7. Stralght•troad
to.ball fit
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3. No.binding
I. free-action
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Representing THE TRAVELERS, Hartford
at
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Tax Commissioner between July 1 and September 1, 1946, and have
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No action was taken by the
City Council at its meeting Monday night on a proposal to outlaw wearing of masks. The proposal grew out of recent rumors
that the Ku Klux Klan might
be planning to reorganize in this
county, an official said.
Dock, pigweed and wild in
JUST RECEIVED three suits
A proposal presented by J. B.
Cocaine is an ingredient of the ttn
ard
cargorteeennes aonrd
sizes 40, 42 and 44. Brown rege apsacrotribc ular
tc alcyi:
d
Lester relating to a City-sponular model $33.00. Federated cocoa plant.
the
sored advertisement in
souvenir program for the approaching Princeton Horse Show
received favorable action, and a
proposal presented by Loren
Htilit tb1 installation of an additional street light on Varmint
Trace was referred to the light
committee.
A proposal by Dr. C. F. Engelhardt concerning an investigation he made on a recent trip to
PREM
DR. PHILLIPS
St. Louis, relative to acquiring
additional fire fighting equipJUICE 46 oz. can
LUNCHEON MEAT
ORANGE
can
ment from surplus war property,
SPICED
JACKSON
was taken under advisement. A
contract, calling for expenditure
TOMATO JUICE 46 oz. can
LUNCHEON MEAT- bulk lb. 39f
of $4,500 in repairing the City's
GRAPEFRUIT
STUFFED
and
TEXUN
water tank, was approved,
workmen are now making the
46 oz. can
OLIVES
JUICE
oz. jar
repairs.
Re-appointment of Mrs. Frank
MARSHMELLOW
6" PAPER
G. Wood and Mrs. Alene J. Akin
doz.
PICNIC PLATES
NUT CAKES
ulk lb.
as members of board of trustees
of the George Coon Public LiKAMO
GAY NINETIES (for iced drinks) c9
(
11
brary, for 4-year terms ending
GLASSES
SANDWICH CAKES bulk lb. 22(
doz.
in June 1950, was announced.
Other members of the library
SLICED
COCOA BON BON
board, whose terms have not ex1 2 oz. pkg.
oz.
jar
CAKES
11 /
DILL
PICKLES
24
pired, are Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal,
Dr. B. L. Keeney and C. Mills
CHOCOLATE PLANTATION
CARAMEL
Wood.
COOKIES
pkg.
CORN SNAKS
lb.
Weed cutting, clearing alleys
of paper and other waste as a
POPULAR BRANDS (tax incl.)
I An
PEANUT
fire prevention measure, as well
BUTTER
CIGARETTES Ind. 1.29, Ky. i
lb. jar
as general sanitation was discussed and police and fire departments were instructed to inBATTLESHIP MUSTARD
qt. jar 15¢
spect alleys and to notify proper
parties to keep them clear of
fire hazards.
The session was attended by
Councilmen Denham, Joe Jones,
Morgan, Stone, Wadlington, MayCalifornia White Rose
Firm Ripe Mississippi
or Cash presiding.

F. K. WYLIE, V. P.,
President

terest in taxable property in Cold well County to appear before the
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friends and
Hodge, Hodge Implement Co.
neighbors who
ltc JUST RECEIVT,J) three suits kindly assisted us
Phone 87.
during
sizes 40, 42 and 44. Grey stout death of our husband
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1tp
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Stores.
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good
$22.79.
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v
e
D
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FOR SALE—Four
tires
We especially an
650 x 16, 4-ply Goodrich
ist aridd
to ti,
It ONLY five General Electric histhe Rev.
eomfoJr.tinL
gestw
and tubes. Phone 571.
ersrdalsc, Gzf
radios
for
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table model
priced at $30.95, to ;89.20. Dunn for his
THURSDAY SPECIAL Ladies'
efficient sets.
It anmdaythGe
Princeton Lumber Co.
Rayon dresses in attractive
ddobnioersss eoafehthoef ylou
ov ,
to
12
Sizes
colors.
styles and
rarls. offerings.
JUST RECEIVED children's sun- flom
20. $3.90. Federated Stores. Up
May
God
suits from 6 months to 12
daily
and ?aim
months $2.40. Federated Stores
WANTED-5, 6 or 7 room house
Duncan
ltp,
Write
vicinity.
or
Princeton
in
Mrs.
prayer.Duncan
Box 529. W. T. Baker, 319
It FOR SALE—A gas stove. Phone
Central, Louisville.
I
ltp
311.

Billy Roy MeLin, who served in the Navy in the South
Pacific area and was honorably
discharged in April, left Saturday for his home in Detroit after a weeks' visit with his grandLivestock Market Is
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Stronger This Week
McLin, N. Jefferson .street. He
Sales on the Princeton Live- was accompanied here by his
stock market Monday were 25 parents.
cents higher than a week ago,
and active at the advance, com- Everybody reads The Leader!
pared with sales a week ago,
it was reported by Brad Lacy,
manager. Total head sold was
1967. Baby beeves topped at
$18; No. 1 veals, $18.15 and hogs,
$14.45. All fat hogs, 120 pound.%
and up, sold at ceiling prices.

having any in-

Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

Two Members Of Library
Board Reappointed For
4 Years; Alleys To
Be Cleared

June 27,,19

ltp

'Stores.

CLASSIFIED ADS

To conserve bread use potatoes for stuffing meat or poultry.

law, according to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of

Council Fads To
Act On Proposal
Outlawing Masks

Weakened OPA Is
Favored By House

Washington, ()—Secretary of
the Interior Krug is expected
to participate in dedication of
Mammoth Cave National Park,
scheduled about the middle of
September.
President Truman has been
asked to attend but has indicated he doubts that he can go.
Demaray said the National
Park Service, the Governor ut
Kentucky, the Kentucky National Park Commission and the
Mammoth Cave National Park
Association will cooperate in the
dedication.

Mayor W. L. Cash made an
earnest plea Monday for coop•
II eration in easing the present
r0 bread shortage.
I •L. I
If you can't buy that usual
4°1 loaf of bread in the store today,"
he said, "please be patient—that
loaf has gone overseas to save a
-" life. The unfortunate fellow ficult if every one of us coophuman-beings in much of the erates in the voluntary conterfamine area have little more vation program. This will assure
than half a loaf each day to a fair division of available supplies."
keep them alive."
K. R. Cummins has been
There will be better distribution of bread if every individual namect, ehairTaan of the ;peal
continues to support the volun- Famine Emergency Committee,
tary conservation program, the which is urging citizens to observe these conservation pracMayor stated.
The temporary shortage of tices:
During this emergency period
bread and other wheat products
throughout the nation reflects the average family should be
large shipments of old-crop eating at least one-third less
wheat by the ga‘ernment to as- wheat products than formerly,
ist famine-stricren people, ac- leaving some for the invisible
cording to word from the Presi- guest.
Consumers should use abundent's Famine Emerbency Committee. When new-crop wheat dant supplies of potatoes and
begins to come to market more other vegetables in place of a
generally, this shortage will be portion of their normal consumption of wheat products.
;; relieved.
Shoppers should not over-buy
1 More than 81 million bushels
of 1945 wheat were acquired or hoard bread and flour—spoil1,1,1from farmers during May for age may result—or otherwise
shipment as wheat and flour to waste this prescious food.
Waste no food of any kind.
famine areas.
.4 "This shortage is being felt Keep the garbage pail light.
' in Princeton," the Mayor conKeep Victory Gardens protinued, "but it will be less dif- ducing.
-

:1"I Feel Like My True
!I Self Again, And I Can
11 Hardly Praise Retonka
P! Enough," Dekares Well
Kiwis Resident. Disci:0.es Her Case

Thursday,
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